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Abstract
The accelerated developments and applications of emerging technologies enable humans to interact
with computers in new ways. To control current and future rapid population growth in urban areas and
its social, economic and environmental impacts, urban planners and designers are exploring digital
solutions to tackle these spatial challenges. Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) are both
promising technologies that could aid in participatory urban planning practices. Previously these
technologies were not very accessible to the public, but due to the latest mobile technology and web
developments Virtual and Augmented Reality become serious options for participatory urban planning.
This thesis research examines the usability of two mobile applications: one VR application with a
complete virtual environment and one in-situ AR application that uses a digital overlay on the real
environment. The author built a 3D representation (VR) of four proposed buildings along with the
existing urban environment of Rotterdam Central District, the Netherlands. The AR application shows
points-of-interest pop-ups with the four urban plans for the same urban environment. In total, seven
people participated in the usability test. The dependent variables were the usability dimensions and the
independent variables are the VR and AR application. The aim of this study was to disclose usability
differences between both applications by measuring the task performance (effectiveness & efficiency)
and the respondents’ perceptions on mobile VR & AR usability, i.e. the user satisfaction. Effectiveness
is measured with a successful task completion rate and the number of critical errors. Efficiency is
represented by the total time it takes for participants to finish all the tasks. The user satisfaction is
collected by using a quantitative standardized metric system, the Post-Study System Usability
Questionnaire (PSSUQ). Complementary, a semantic differential scale concerning the quantification of
the user experience was used. Furthermore, open questions addressed the user preferences,
motivations and acceptance. Users gave their likes, dislikes and recommendations according to their
user experience from both applications. Results show that the AR application is 41.8% more efficient
than the VR. Moreover, the AR application seems to be more effective with 94.54% successfully
completed tasks whereas VR scored 80.95%. However, the AR app caused more critical errors (5) than
the VR app (0). All the PSSUQ scores were higher for the VR application, with an overall score of 5.69
on a scale from 1 to 7. The AR app scored a 4.93 here, 0.76 lower. In congruence, participants
perceived the VR as an overall better experience according to a semantic differential scale. However,
a more qualitative approach revealed that participants actually did not favor the VR app on all facets.
The results point out that users have a more impressive experience with VR but are more inclined in
actually using the AR application. The AR app is perceived as easier to use, faster to operate, better in
information sharing and more accessible. The VR app is preferred for its visualization and
immersiveness. The majority of the participants said that the ease of use is the most important factor
for them, which means the attitude toward actually using an application is higher for the AR app. This
could confirm the believe that people’s perception is affected by a wow factor, disturbing their perceived
usefulness and relying more on user experience.

Keywords: urban planning, participatory planning, augmented reality, virtual reality, usability,
public/mobile participation, e-Government, urban environment, perceived usefulness, user experience.
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Preface
This thesis research is done at the chair group Geo-Information Science at Wageningen University &
Research for the Master of Science program Urban Environmental Management with a Geo-Information
Science specialization. A thesis is an integral and compulsory part of every Master study program of
Wageningen University & Research. The major thesis is an individually conducted research by the
student, under supervision of a staff member of the GIRS group. It complies with the GRS thesis
procedures and examination requirements of the Environmental Sciences Examination Board.
Due to the latest mobile technology and web developments virtual and augmented reality become
serious options for participatory planning. Discussing and evaluating environmental changes may be
done on location or on a location of choice. Different mobile applications exist that utilize the virtual and
augmented reality technologies. For the use of such applications, multiple fundamental questions rise
related to position, visualization, location, time and interaction. Usability research into such applications
might benefit society and its use of public space and decision-making processes. In this thesis research
two applications are adapted and tested for their usability for participatory urban planning. The
applications required the input of geo-information and data management: collection, processing,
preparation, visualization and optimization. This study can assist stakeholders, urban planners and
communities to further understand the role of VR and AR within urban planning processes, particularly
in early design stages.
The process of conducting research and writing this thesis was certainly not without problems. The
research officially took place in a timeframe of six months, from the 1st of October 2019 till the 1st of
April 2020. In order to execute the usability tests, I had to use some personal equipment (phones, tablet,
VR headset). The availability of equipment and hardware caused some troubles and restrictions.
Limited time and resources molded the research report in its current form. With more time and
resources, a more extensive research could be done with more in-depth testing methods and a broader
respondent group. It is also worth mentioning that during the last phase of the thesis research the Covid19 outbreak and its related restrictions (e.g. social distancing) caused the number of respondents to be
a little lower than initially aimed for. While creating the VR experience I run into some problems. First
of all, it should be mentioned that CityEngine was only available with a 30-day trial as a student.
Secondly, the interoperability of software and data (BGT-3D) is not optimized. Some data could not be
used because it was created for CityEngine 2019.0, and not for CityEngine 2019.1. This was especially
frustrating when trying to convert the CityEngine project to a Datasmith export file so that the CityEngine
environment could be imported in Unreal Engine. The initial plan was to test the Unreal Engine – City
Engine template (see comparison matrix, Appendix II) but the Unreal Engine program closed without
any error warning during the import process of the Datasmith-file. After various attempts with different
Unreal Engine versions, there seemed to be no fix. Fortunately, I was able to export the CityEngine
project so it could be used as a 360VR Experience and accessed on ArcGIS Online. A third problem
was the poor software stability of CityEngine 2019.1 which sometimes resulted in disrupting my
workflow or crashing while compiling the environment. It could be that the desktop hardware was
pushed to its limits, which was also expressed in regular framedrops and hiccups.
Overall, I really enjoyed the research process and all the related activities, even though the construction
of the test design and the VR/AR experiences was challenging. Especially the creation of the VR and
AR experiences with advanced software was an enjoyable part if this research. I am thankful for all the
lessons learned and the inspiring moments I encountered.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
Emerging technologies bring new opportunities to shape the living environment of us humans. To
control current and future rapid population growth in urban areas and its social, economic and
environmental impacts urban planners and designers are exploring digital solutions to tackle these
spatial challenges. Space in cities is limited and the livability of cities is becoming an increasingly
important subject that concerns different stakeholders (Jamei et al., 2017). The digital transformation
of societies enables the public sector to adopt technologies that facilitate in supporting publicparticipation planning. Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality are promising technologies for different
industries with a multitude of applications and are changing the way we use screens, creating new and
exciting experiences. Surgeons are using VR for highly technical surgeries before operating,
businesses are using them to offer consumers virtual tours of products and locations and some apps
use your smartphones camera to scan and translate a foreign language in real time. The World
Economic Forum recognizes that Augmented Reality in the public sector can support in citizen
engagement, asset management and maintenance, public safety and emergency services, public
health, sustainability, transportation and urban mobility and heritage and tourism (Curtin, 2017).
Probably the most recent prominent example of a freely accessible consumer smartphone Augmented
Reality application is the Pokémon GO game (Speicher et al., 2019). Not only for public services but
also for the entertainment industry the Virtual and Augmented Reality technologies offer a way of
converging the digital and the real world. Virtual Reality (VR), in the broadest sense, is a form of
simulation and has two distinctive definitions. The technological one represents a collection (system) of
hardware, with peripherals such as goggles and gloves. Through a head-mounted display (HMD) a
computer-generated animation is stereoscopically presented (Steuer, 1992), displaying a virtual
environment in a built-in screen. These headsets use a technology called headtracking, which allows
you to look around the environment by simply moving your head. The other definition is more
experiential based, with focus on the user’s immersion and sense. It’s a more telepresence approach
where VR is considered a communication medium by creating a simulated environment (Riva et al.,
2007). In 1997, Regenbrecht & Donath defined VR as “…the component of communication which takes
place in a computer generated synthetic space and embeds human as an integral part of the system…”
(El Araby & Okiel, 2003). VR technology was already recognized as a promising emerging area for
human-computer interaction since their development in the late 1980s (Al-Kodmany, 2002). Back then,
developers started to translate 3D environments to detailed VR worlds and the innovation showed
potential for technology convergence, GIS integration and data relations. Whereas a VR environment
is fully artificial and digital, Augmented Reality (AR) is a technique that combines computer-generated
synthetic elements and real-life objects, mostly with an overlay view (Carmigniani et al., 2010). This is
mostly done by either the use of a clear visor or smartphone. Augmented Reality does not transport
you to a virtual world, but it takes digital images and layers them on the real world around you. Other
characteristics of AR are the merging of 3D graphics with the real world, spatial registration in the
physical environment, contextual digital overlay and a form of interaction with the real world between
the human, digital and physical sphere (Carmigniani & Furht, 2011). The difference with VR is that using
AR always happens in the physical space and the users’ direct surroundings, while VR is not locationdependent (Speicher et al., 2019). Because VR is a fully artificial environment and blocks out the real
world for the user, it can offer a more immersive experience than AR. Therefore, a defining characteristic
of VR is that it represents a fully virtual or synthetic view with head-tracking and full immersion (Speicher
et al., 2019). Both technologies are implemented in a variety of ways and are growing at a rapid pace.
As they continue to grow, VR and AR hold the potential to change many industries.

1.2 Participatory urban planning
In a democratic society, social inclusion and public participation are important values. The term
participatory urban planning is related to public participation planning, digital participation, Edemocracy, e-Government, mobile participation, citizen and public participation, participatory spatial
planning and (urban) governance. The European Institute for Public Participation (EIPP, 2009) defines
public participation as “the deliberative process by which interested or affected citizens, civil society
organisations, and government actors are involved in policy-making before a political decision is taken”.
The EIPP continues to recite that “By deliberation, we mean a process of thoughtful discussion based
on the giving and taking of reasons for choices.” According to Du et al. (2019), few citizens participate
in urban planning despite citizen participation being an important part of it. When they do, they can
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oftentimes only do so passively. Du et al. (2019) suggests this can lead to the exclusion of many people,
consequently resulting in regret scenarios in urban designs. Yet mobile web devices open new
communication channels between institutions and citizens, facilitating increased participation in a
networked and digital society (Höffken & Streich, 2013). The technological developments introduced
eParticipation and mParticipation that create ‘a low-threshold gateway for citizen participation, by
improving databases and giving instant feedback’ (Höffken & Streich, 2013). The public sector is able
empower and engage citizens to participate in urban planning with different tools, and VR and AR
technologies could be useful this regard. Chapter 2.5 will discuss participatory urban planning in more
detail.

1.3 Problem definition
1.3.1 The Dutch Environment and Planning Act
The Netherlands have a strong spatial planning background that includes social policy making and
consensus-based decision-making. The processes require planning participation and citizen
involvement to ensure a consensus can be reached. This ideology of urban planning can be a slow and
complex process with legislations, community involvement, approvals, cost-benefit analyses and the
inclusion of diverse stakeholders. Debruyne et al. (2018) about the Dutch spatial planning system:
“Currently any person or organisation in the Netherlands that wants to interact with the
environment, is forced to adhere to many laws and regulations. The legislation concerning
infrastructure and environment is described in more than 26 laws, 120 governmental decrees
and 120 ministerial regulations. The legislation was never meant to become this extensive, but
it grew over time.”
The complexity described by Debruyne et al. (2018) illustrates the urge for more simplicity. Thus, to
increase the efficiency and transparency of planning processes, the Dutch Government enacted the
new Environment and Planning Act (i.e. de Omgevingswet), which becomes effective in 2021 (Ministry
of Interior and Kingdom Relations, n.d.). All government agencies acting on different scales (national,
regional and local) are obliged use this new form of umbrella law as a guideline for urban planning. The
former laws will be streamlined into one law in the near future, which brings related organizational
challenges such as how to communicate different types of information to stakeholders. A lot of Dutch
municipalities are currently struggling with the implementation of the new Environment and Planning
Act. The municipalities, software developers and members of the Senate are doubting the feasibility of
the Environment and Planning Act (Redaction Gemeente.nu, 2019). It is not without reason that the Act
was postponed to 2021. The implementation requires adaptive change capacity from the Dutch
governmental institutions. The goal of the new Environment and Planning Act is to foster local
democracy, to engage citizens throughout the whole spatial planning process, and to create a forum
for ideas and discussion to prevent objections and regrets after. The legislation will contain underlying
rules which the Dutch Rijkswaterstaat will implement in a digital ‘counter’ (read: portal). People will be
able to retrieve relevant information for specific projects like building permits from this counter
(Debruyne et al., 2018). Whilst this digital portal still needs a lot of development before it can be
successfully implemented, municipalities can already think of ways to facilitate citizen participation. A
more transparent and inclusive spatial planning process can be reached with an accessible, easy to
use, interactive visualization tool as “the quality of visualisation leads to better insights and better
understanding of the spatial plans” (Pleizier et al., 2004). Gutiérrez et al. (2013) stated that AR
technology enables users to actively engage in selected dynamics and that mobile phones nowadays
are capable of in situ data collection and reporting, thereby enhancing user interaction with the real
world. Ideally, such a tool supports collaborative planning and good governance practices, because the
Environment and Planning Act states that citizens should be involved in an early stage of planning
processes. While there is still uncertainty about affective responses to 3D-visualisation, it is assumed
that these representations improve the cognitive understanding of possible scenarios and their
outcomes (van Lammeren et al., 2010). Therefore, 3D-visualization in combination with immersive
technologies like AR and VR can possibly support organizations and individuals in early urban planning
stages by exploring future scenarios. In the Netherlands, the metropolitan region Rotterdam The Hague
is a very conglomerated urbanized area and prognoses show a population growth of 192.800 between
the period 2017-2030, an increase of 8% resulting in a total population of about 2.519.500 inhabitants
(van Essen et al., 2018). This goes hand in hand with an increasing demand for housing area, while the
supply of office space is decreasing and the demand for more qualitative office space is slowly
increasing. High densely populated areas with limited vacant development space and a lot of public
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space users means a lot of potential stakeholders, raising the challenge deciding which functions an
urban area and its surroundings should offer.

1.3.2 Usability of VR and AR
Prior academic literature research by Van Dessel (2019) on the use of VR in urban planning illustrated
that there is still a limited amount of comparable systematic empirical studies. There also seems to be
a lack of understanding about which form of MR is most suitable for which purpose (Van Dessel, 2019).
This same problem was already addressed by Simpson in 2001, mentioning a gap in systemic research
with regard to the application of technological capabilities to the actual theory and practice and planning.
Apparently, within the last two decades, there has not been much progress in this respect. Zaini & Embi
(2017) recommended further studies with different methods and approaches regarding the usability of
VR as an architectural and territorial representation, based on their findings that VR is actually perceived
as a usable tool for such purposes. Their study focused on the users’ perception of the quality of use
and satisfaction level and they used a questionnaire (N=96) to measure these criteria (Zaini & Embi,
2017). Further research could be conducted on a systems’ usability, including its efficiency to reflect
usability in all aspects. Usability tests are suitable to record citizen feedback, thoughts, emotions and
preferences of communicative technologies and applications that possibly facilitate public participation
in urban planning. An example of a comparison usability study is a study done by Plechatá et al. in 2019
into age-related differences with immersive and non-immersive virtual reality in memory assessment.
Additionally, most academic research on VR and AR in urban planning found in literature has been
done with high-end technologies and sophisticated systems. Such systems don’t lend themselves to
reach and engage a lot of citizens, because the systems are rather immobile and require citizens to be
on a specific location on a specific time. As Conniff et al. (2010, p. 422) put it: “Many methods of
presenting virtual environments can be prohibitively expensive and/or require specialist equipment and
programming (…).”. They continue to recite that “(…) it is worthwhile investigating the use of low-cost,
readily available software (…), rather than using high-end, high-spec virtual reality equipment” and that
this more accessible format “(…) increases the potential number of people that could actively participate
in public consultations on urban design and re-design issues.” To overcome these barriers, urban
planning practitioners could invoke mobile technologies since so many people possess a personal
smartphone these days. A yearly research by Deloitte showed that 93% of the Dutch population has a
smartphone (Deloitte The Netherlands, 2019). About 86% of Dutch citizens in 2018 used mobile devices
to access the internet, while the average in the EU is 69%. In the Netherlands people spend about 2
hours and 28 minutes on their smartphone per day (CBS, 2019). Increases in smartphone possession,
mobile internet access and smartphone use is a trend seen in many developed countries. Nowadays
even budget smartphones are capable of relatively simple AR and/or VR technology, making it
accessible to a big part of society. Since limited research is done with more accessible mobile
applications that utilize hardware sensor capabilities (e.g. GPS, gyroscope) of a smartphone, a usability
test in this regard would be a valuable addition to the existing knowledge. Marshall et al. (2019, p. 5)
recently recognized that ‘(...) there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to digital participation and that
ongoing experimentation of different formats is necessary to suit diverse circumstances.’ A mobile VR
environment is fully artificial and can be used anywhere, allowing the user to virtually teleport to any
location. Mobile AR applications like Pokémon GO tend to be more location-based so it can extent the
reality of the person in situ. But the forms both technologies can take are diverse and the location-based
aspect is not for AR exclusively. Therefore, the core of this thesis research will be a comparison of two
different applications in the form of a usability test comparison. It can provide insights in differences of
perceived usability between a VR and AR application and what application would possibly suit better
for engaging citizens in urban planning. This study can assist stakeholders, urban planners and
communities to further understand the role of VR and AR within urban planning processes, particularly
in early design stages.

1.4 Research objectives
The problem definition in Chapter 1.3 provides a foundation for a well-formulated research objective.
Several research questions are defined from this research objective as they substitute to answer the
main research question.
Research objective
To compare the usability between a mobile Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality application for citizen
participation in urban planning.
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Main research question
What is the usability between a mobile Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality application for citizens in
participatory urban planning?
Sub research questions
1. Which current VR and AR technologies and applications for participatory urban planning exist?
2. How should the usability test be designed for a chosen VR and AR application?
3. How do the VR and AR application compare in terms of user satisfaction?
4. How do the VR and AR application compare in terms of task performance?
The research questions are based on a usability test design. With these questions, the researcher tries
to understand the usability perceptions among respondents in regard to VR and AR as a tool for urban
planning, to find the differences in the usability perceptions between the two different AR and VR
applications and to confirm whether the type of application, AR or VR, has an influence on the usability
perceptions. Included in the test are for example ease of use, usefulness and satisfactory level. Since
this is an exploratory research positioning as a pilot study, the research questions are not specified for
a correlative study design or causal connections. For example, research question 3 and 4 do not
explicitly look for age-related differences, but the focus is on usability differences between the two
applications. Research question 1 lays the foundation for the rest of the questions. Research question
2 addresses the test design and methodology. Literature supports in choosing the right methods. The
question also includes a technical and practical challenge: how should both applications be constructed
with geo-data? With the usability test itself, we try to find answers to research question 3 and 4.

1.5 Hypothesis
Despite this thesis is primarily an exploratory research, it is helpful to cover some expected outcomes
based on literature and prior usability research in VR and AR applications. Already in 2002, Al-Kodmany
recognized that people like to have more controlling power when it comes to using VR and AR
applications. Apart from the visualization benefits, users point out that they want to be able to interact
more with the virtual environment and adjust reality while getting their hands on these environments. It
is therefore believed that the test participants will mention this limitation as well, because the
applications that will be tested do not accept users input to alter the (virtual) reality. Additionally, I expect
that the ‘wow factor’ of the VR application will have a direct effect on the perceived usefulness and the
test results. People that did not have a VR experience yet are often amazed when they put on VR
glasses for the first time. ‘Any new experience can evoke a WOW, and it’s, of course, subjective’ (Heim,
2017). The wow moment rises from a momentary shock caused by a raw experience. It is a shock or
wonder created by a sudden perceptual shift, Helm says. ‘It conveys how the user feels when the
headset delivers the illusion of being transported into another place’ (Helm, 2017). MacQuarrie & Steed
(2017) noticed in their VR research that participants were distracted by the visual wow factor, causing
distraction from an audio track that was part of the test. Pan & Hamilton (2018) also recognized the
wow factor of immersive displays, dissembling some flaws of VR displays to users. The experience
itself might go beyond its practical utility. Indirectly, when assuming functionality and added value of an
application, people’s perception might be different than when solely measuring their experience. That
is why I include perceived usefulness and the attitude toward using an application in this research.

1.6 Readers guide
This guide provides an outline of the thesis research and helps the reader to understand the
construction and setup of this report. In the first section, the Introduction, some background information
on the topic is provided and the scope of the thesis has been made clear. In Section 2, I will try to
answer research question 1 and 2 by providing a contextual background with relevant theories,
concepts, frameworks and methods. Section 3 describes the methodology that I used for the usability
test (research question 2). The methodology is based on practical feasibility and choice of applications.
Section 3 also accounts for the construction of the VR and AR applications. The analysis and results of
research question 3 and 4 are presented in Section 4. In the last section I will discuss my findings,
reflect on the methods used, come to a conclusion and propose recommendations for further application
development and future research.
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2 Theoretical and contextual background
2.1 Human-computer interaction
Computers play a big role in our daily lives today. In the early years, computer systems were only used
by scientists and professionals. As computers entered the consumer market the research in adoption
of new technologies in society grew substantially. Information systems (IS) research shifted to a more
user-centered approach, replacing the conventional term Computer-Human Interaction (CHI) by
Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) (Jacko, 2012). A focus on perceived utility and usability was
introduced in the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) of Davis in 1989, while traditional CHI
researchers assumed utility and focused on the experience of usability. They were convinced that using
quantitative metrics translated to an improved overall user experience. But a discretionary user does
not adopt, it accepts (Jacko, 2012). The applied psychology of the human-computer interface developed
the model of the human-information processor which assumes that the human brain functions as a
processing system likewise a computer. The cognitive mind processes the perceived physical world
that the body’s sensors detect as a perceptual system (Card et al., 2008). As new technologies like VR
and AR emerge, the research in new forms of HCI continues on. In response, the usability engineering
and HCI community work on the evolving definition of usability.

2.2 Extended Reality
In the introduction the terms VR and AR and their differences are briefly introduced, but the definitions
alone lack context. To understand their embeddedness in the field of human-computer interaction, a
more detailed explanation is needed. From the introduction it became clear that VR and AR have
defining differences, but both can take multiple forms and have specific applications. Sometimes such
a form does not have all distinctive characteristics of VR or AR. Mixed Reality (MR) is a combination of
real objects and virtual parts. It comprises multiple forms of reality, and thus can be a combination of
VR and AR. MR is not yet firmly consolidated as a concept and there is no single definition of MR: it
can have multiple forms in different contexts. Milgram & Kishino (1994) defined the Reality-Virtuality
Continuum, and a MR could be anywhere between the extrema of this continuum (Figure 1). The
continuum goes from physical reality on one hand to complete virtual reality on the other. A review study
into defining MR by Speicher et al. (2019) concluded that the context matters and that definitions like
AR/VR/MR are temporary, but that a common vocabulary is desirable. The study distinguished six
notions of MR: MR as a continuum, a synonym, a type of collaboration, a combination of AR and VR,
an alignment of environments and as a stronger version of AR. Speicher et al. (2019) created a
conceptual framework with these six notions in combination with a classification of seven dimensions:
the number of environments, number of users, level of immersion, level of virtuality, degree of
interaction, input and output (Speicher et al., 2019).

Figure 1: The RV Continuum as presented by Milgram and Kishino, 1994.

Mediated Reality, as introduced by Mann in 2004, goes a step further than mixed reality and also
includes the modification of reality. A mediated reality harnesses forms of AR and MR that alter our
vision and directly modify reality, intentionally or unintentionally (Mann et al. 2018). All various forms of
MR, VR and AR are in fact extensions of reality with the help of computers. In other words, all graphical
computer-generated real-virtual environments belong to the category of Extended Reality (XR).
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2.3 Realities for Urban Planning
Urban visualization is increasingly becoming a valuable tool for urban planners and designers. In 2003,
El Araby & Okiel recognized:
“The ability to visualize potential modifications to the urban fabric and experience these
changes in their actual context allows planners and designers to evaluate alternatives rapidly,
in more detail, and for lower cost than through more traditional analysis. It also makes the
results of planning process visible, allowing the public to view the proposed changes to their
environment in a realistic fashion” (p. 390).
Since three decennia, 3D models have been used in urban planning by means of a communicative
medium to visualize and illustrate the environment. Widely used is Computer Aided Design (CAD)
software, which initially handled 2D drafting and design but later also supported 3D design and
virtualization (Wu et al., 2010). Traditionally, urban planning was exercised with the help of 2D maps.
Maps used to be an artefact, a fixed object presented on an immobile screen or drawn or printed on
paper. But with more access to data and internet, maps gradually obtained a more dynamic function as
an online digital service. Depending on the technological advances and their social acceptance, maps
will increasingly become more human-centered, dynamic, highly interactive and embody smart visual
displays like VR and AR, thus the line between human and computer fades as these new experiences
mimic the function of our brain as a human processing system (Kraak, 2019). Jamei et al. (2017)
consider VR the next step from 3D visualization.
Applications in urban planning can use different forms of extended reality, depending on hardware and
software setups. Some system setups might be highly complicated with lots of peripherals, where others
utilize the capabilities of more accessible devices and applications. An example of the first kind is the
well-known surface planning table application for collaborative planning where multiple stakeholders
use a single digital table with maps and information to plan. AR can complement this by adding a 3D
virtualization of objects displayed on a mobile device screen. Another form is the Tangible User
Interface (TUI) (Ullmer & Ishii, 2000), which creates a virtual reality projection that is related to tactile
objects. Users can place and move real objects on a surface, and by image recognition these changes
are digitally registered. A digital representation and visualization are then updated. One of the most
interesting developments is the gamification in GIS, architecture, engineering and construction.
According to Huotari & Hamari (2012), gamification refers to ‘a process of enhancing a service with
affordances for gameful experiences in order to support user's overall value creation.’ This terminology
builds on the definition given by Deterding et al. (2011) who describe gamification as ‘the use of game
design elements in nongame contexts.’ Hence gamification for urban planning is the implementation of
a technology or workflow to engage users’ elemental emotional to exhilarate the use of a tool or
experience. An approach that falls within the context of gamification is Playful Public Participation
(Poplin, 2011) that focusses on game elements and applies them to planning practices. Through a
highly interactive interface the system registers users’ inputs that have a direct effect on the
environment. An example of a gamified mobile AR tool is The Urban CoBuilder (Imottesjo & Kane,
2018). This tool is a rule-based emergent planning and provides an urban gaming simulation. In a recent
paper, Marshall et al. (2019) presented an outline of experiments in digital participation in urban
planning. HoloLens devices in combination with SketchUp Viewer software offer a real-time co-located
collaboration planning mode. Marshall et al. do however acknowledge that the augmented reality
experience with HoloLens is limited in terms digital discussion features and stakeholder design
interaction. A more dated example of a multi-reality application is the ARTHUR system. This project
funded by the European Union offers a collaborative augmented environment with AR 3D glasses
(Wolfgang et al., 2004). The ARTHUR project also used head-mounted displays to overlay on a
planning table. An approach without the use of an HMD are Cave Automated Virtual Environments
(CAVE) systems. These are room-scale setups where users are surrounded with big screens and/or
projectors that display a virtual reality. Optionally, the user is able to interact with the virtual environment
with a controller, joystick or sensor. An immersive experience is created with sound effects and visual
effects and the user can freely walk through the room. The rectangular room is suitable to hold multiple
individuals which allows for discussion on the spot (Hanzl, 2007).
None of the forms of realities for urban planning mentioned included mobile phones as a gateway for
communicating between urban planners, citizens and other stakeholders. Smartphones have sensors
and communicating capabilities that enable for other forms of participatory urban planning. For example,
AR can be deployed through a GNSS location-based smartphone app that uses the built-in
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smartphone camera to place objects in the camera view. More on mobile apps and VR and AR
technologies will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.4 Digital transformation: mobile apps and the introduction of mobile VR & AR
technologies
Emerging technologies bring new opportunities to shape our living environment by urban planning.
Hardware innovations like faster processors, more powerful chips, better graphic cards and onboard
GPU’s led to improved software and data stability, availability, accessibility and interoperability,
consequently substituting to better 3D modelling and visualization during the last decades (Thompson,
2006). This tendency is also addressed by Panek & Netek (2006), who mention a technological boom
that affected all facets of geoscience. Since a decade ago people are able to easily install apps on their
mobile phones through app stores. As disclosed before, smartphone possession and usage in the
Netherlands keep increasing (Deloitte The Netherlands, 2019; CBS, 2019), although the possession is
reaching a saturation point. More recently, consumer mobile operating systems became more stable
and provide a developer playground with so-called software development kits (SDKs). The mobile
market is also holding potential for the public sector: the adoption and utilization of emerging
technologies is a continuous process of digital transformation. In short, digital transformation focusses
on the user experience, a more flexible and data-driven organization, and innovation as a central
component of an organization (Mergel et al., 2019). Geo-information and GIS technology can aid on
this road to a more service-oriented approach in public digital services and in search for smart urban
solutions with new insights derived from data to manage urban population growths and urban
development. This “(…) urban development vision that integrates multiple information and
communication technologies to manage the assets of a city (…)” is called a smart city (Jamei et al.,
2017, p.1). Smart city services based on big data are made possible by innovation technologies.
Sensors can detect changes in variables and collect real-time data that can be linked to GIS-systems
and 3D city models. The fifth generation of mobile broadband network (5G) enables the development
of services like the Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud of Things (CoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Skouby
& Linggaard, 2014). The creation of such an interconnected infrastructure is a huge challenge and in
the near future devices can communicate seemingly with each other. These driving forces pushed the
development of VR and AR technology and applications. Additionally, an increased internet bandwidth
and an overall better worldwide internet coverage enables rapid (real-time) information sharing through
a network. More and more people are connected to the internet every day, which opens up possibilities
to use advanced information sharing systems for collaborative or participatory urban planning purposes.
Jamei et al. (2017) acknowledges the potential of VR as a tool for creating, modeling and visualizing
smart cities, as well as being a useful tool in early design stages and assisting planning policies. In a
review paper on the advantages and disadvantages of the use of VR in urban planning, Van Dessel
(2019) acknowledges that the use of VR in urban planning entails many positive effects. She adds that
it can be applied to different domains and scales. VR also encourages multidisciplinary working as it
enables easy collaboration and communication, thus it facilitates participation processes and decisionmaking processes. To conclude, VR has a positive effect on the risk perception of stakeholders, and it
increases social acceptance of urban designs (Van Dessel, 2019).
As discussed before the transition from 2D to 3D visualization was a significant improvement. Now that
digital 3D city models are becoming consolidated for desktop systems, policy makers and researchers
are exploring the possibilities of dynamic city models. Such complex models are called digital twins and
are supposed to be a one-on-one replica of a specific object, not in particular cities (Ruohomaki et al.,
2018). A digital twin functions as a playground for practitioners to experiment with tweaking multiple
variables and explore future ‘what-if’ scenarios. Digital twins have potential in many fields of expertise,
not only for urban planning. Dynamic city models are thus an embodiment of digital twins in the urban
planning domain. Examples of software solutions that harness the principles of urban digital twinning
and offer complete desktop planning support systems are Esri’s ArcGIS Urban, Cityzenith’s
SmartWorldPro Digital Twim Platform, Tygron Geodesign Platform and StrateGis’ 3D Cityplanner.
Despite the fact that sophisticated digital twins are promising, they will not see their application on
mobile devices very soon because of limited computational power, chip architecture and interoperability
challenges. However, large CityGML files are finding their way to mobile devices and can be used for
3D visualization in AR (Blut et al. 2019). This data format supports geometric, topologic, semantic
information models for digital/virtual city models. For the purpose of increasing citizen participation, it
might offer a playful yet simple tabletop visualization. Markers placed in the real environment can be
recognized with the camera to activate an operation (i.e. display a model) on the smartphone. For
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instance, if a user scans a QR-code the mobile device can call up a 3D model. These kinds of
applications can be made with SDKs for mobile platforms iOS and Android. The CityGML, Virtual Reality
Modelling Language (VRML) and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file formats certainly supplement
the digital transformation in terms of data interoperability because they are increasingly becoming
supported formats and contain 3D models for visualization. Mobile AR can be beneficial for urban
planning in multiple ways. First, it helps visualizing big data. Second, it can contribute to a better
understanding of potential impacts on the environment, such as traffic and urban climate. Third, AR
helps encouraging citizens to participate in urban development projects. A fourth potential benefit is the
support in rehabilitation works of monuments and historic buildings. The fifth benefit is the
empowerment of citizens to interact with other stakeholders. This contributes to the development of a
smart city with more control (ARPost, 2019). Currently, accessible AR mobile applications for citizens
have capabilities for location information, interactive media, development plans, and geocaching
contest. Because the majority of citizens won’t have access to special (high-tech) devices in the near
future, the functionality is yet limited to the capabilities of their personal smartphones. This makes that
current functional mobile AR applications at best provide an engaging method for presenting information
(City of Auburn, n.d.).
It is believed that societies might benefit from AR, VR and MR technologies in a way that they support
planning processes by offering and visualizing spatial data. Thompson et al. (2006) already stated that
the use of 3D city models in urban planning can aid in decision-making processes. These models
directly share information and serve as a communicative medium. This interaction and communication
in early planning processes between planners, scientists and citizens is profoundly present as a product
of neogeography. It embodies the democratization of geographical information and the growth of Web
GIS (Haklay, 2013; Panek & Netek, 2006). Forms of participatory planning empower legitimacy of
European policy as well (Maffei et al., 2016). And with the introduction of Web GIS 2.0, sharing geoinformation between stakeholders became easier than ever before. Web GIS 2.0 is a more flexible useroriented GIS approach supported by cloud computing and internet which derives from a combination of
Web GIS and Web 2.0 (Netek et al., 2018). This goes along with the developments of 5G, IoT, CoT and
AI. Sharing real-time urban planning information wirelessly through the internet with interested
stakeholders and citizens, across platforms and different devices is what differentiates WebGIS 2.0
from its predecessor version.

2.5 Public-participatory urban planning and mobile participation
A trend to more participatory and collaborative approaches in spatial planning is to foster ‘good’
governance. Whilst the difference between governance and good governance is still vague, it is to say
that participation and empowerment of particular social groups in spatial planning processes is essential
to practicing good governance. Governance involves a democratic forum of bottom-up citizen
participation. To measure good governance, McCall & Dunn (2012) propose criteria based on five
fundamental principles of governance which, in some way, can be incorporated in Participatory GIS
(PGIS) systems and Participatory Spatial Planning practices (PSP). The principles regard the
overarching principle accountability and four subset principles: legitimacy, equity, competence and
respect. PSP is described as ‘a form of participatory spatial planning which makes use of maps and
other geo-information input, especially using GIS, thus incorporating the tools within the context of use’
(McCall & Dunn, 2012, p. 82). While typical GIS systems mentioned in PSP might not always be
accessible, intuitive and user-friendly, more immersive approaches like VR and AR might be able to
bridge the gap and connect multiple stakeholders and groups from different layers of society.
Implementing a supportive planning tool on a substantial scale in society comes with integration
challenges on multiple levels. While a VR or AR planning tool as a communicative medium can
empower citizens to participate, it should be in line with planning policies and evolve harmoniously with
partnerships (Figure 2). e-Government is about the integration of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) in the public sector for citizen participation to overcome some of the limitations of
traditional participatory methods (Ertiö, 2015). This citizen participation with information and
communication technologies as mediums is also called e-participation, or digital participation. Because
of the huge increase in mobile device ownership among citizens, e-participation can be translated and
narrowed-down to a more explicit definition.
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Figure 2: Key dimensions of participatory planning (Jamei et al., 2017). VR and AR applications as a supportive
planning tool are part of the ‘Empowerment’ dimension.

Mobile participation (m-participation) is defined as ‘the use of mobile devices to broaden the
participation of citizens and other stakeholders by enabling them to connect with each other, generate
and share information, comment and vote’ (Höffken and Streich, 2013, p. 206). Present-day mobile
devices allow users to install apps that take different approaches to citizen participation. Ertiö (2015)
created a classification framework specifically for mobile participatory apps for urban planning, erected
from existing citizen participation theories (Figure 3). If we apply this typology to the 360VR app and
the AuGeo app, considering their characteristics, it becomes clear that both mobile apps in their most
recent version belong to the group of informing apps. This group is subdivided in prepopulated apps
and reporting apps. Because the information flows one-way from the organization managing the app to
its users, the 360VR and AuGeo app can be identified as prepopulated apps. Reporting apps allows
users to upload information, but the 360VR and AuGeo app do not support this functionality. Both apps
are environment-centric since they retrieve information from the environment and present it to the user.
According to Ertiö, the informing apps is the largest category of all, what could mean a saturation of
mobile apps in this category. Comparative usability studies might see through the most important
differences and can assist governments and urban planners in the decision to utilize a specific form of
mobile apps for the purpose of participatory urban planning.
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Figure 3: A typology for participatory urban planning applications by Ertiö (2015).

2.6 Usability
2.6.1 Usability definition
Usability has been defined in many ways by a large group of researchers: the definition of usability
evolved over time and recently researchers tried to capture a more complete picture. Bennett already
briefly described usability in 1979 as “the quality of interaction which takes place” (Bennet, 1979, p. 8).
In 1991, Shackel proposed a more extensive definition, including a set of usability criteria: effectiveness,
learnability, flexibility and attitude. Shackel defined the usability of equipment or a system as “the
capability in human functional terms to be used easily and effectively by the specified range of users,
given specified training and user support, to fulfill the specified range of tasks, within the specified range
of environmental scenarios” (Ryu, 2005). Two years later, Jakob Nielsen, still one of the most prominent
usability consultants worldwide with consultancy firm Nielsen Norman Group, distinguished more
operational criteria for the concept of usability. These five usability characteristics are: learnability,
efficiency, memorability, error rate, and satisfaction (Holzinger, 2005; Ryu, 2005). The definition got
well-accepted among the HCI community. In 1998 and 2001, the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) came up with the ISO 9241-11 and 9126 standards for usability. In Part 1 (ISO
9126), usability is designated as “the capability of the software to be understood, learned, used and
liked by the user, when used under specified conditions” (p. 9) and focusses on quality-in-use. In the
newest version of ISO 9241-11 usability is described as “the extent to which a system, product or service
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
in a specified context of use” (Bevan et al., 2016). In a usability study “users are asked to complete
tasks, typically while they are being observed by a researcher, to see where they encounter problems
and experience confusion. If more people encounter similar problems, recommendations will be made
to overcome these usability issues” (Experience UX, n.d.). In 2005, Holzinger defined usability as “the
ease of use and acceptability of a system for a particular class of users carrying out specific tasks in a
specific environment” (p. 71). This is a comprehensive but concise definition because it also includes
the acceptability discussed in Chapter 2.1. With a usability testing method, the researcher is able to
evaluate how usable (read: easy, hard, intuitive, etcetera) a particular application is. A usability study
often includes an expert-assessment to check whether the test design quality is sufficient for the
proposed research goals. The newest standards of ISO 9241-11 and ISO/IEC 25022 in 2016 represent
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a consensus. The ISO/IEC 25022 is specifically about the measurement of quality in use, which includes
the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction (Figure 4), where the ISO 9241-11 has a wide applicability
including regular use, enabling users to achieve goals efficiently, effectively and with satisfaction (Bevan
et al., 2016). User satisfaction has been redefined by the international community, now taking into
account a wider range of concerns considered relevant for user experience. This includes the “positive
attitudes, emotions and/or comfort resulting from use of a system, product or service” (Bevan et al.,
2016), thereby addressing the affective, cognitive and psychomotor responses of a human individual.

Figure 4: The metrics of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction from the ISO/IEC 25022. Source: Bevan et al.,
2016.

According to Holzinger (2005), there are six usability evaluation techniques divided in three inspection
methods and three testing methods. The three usability testing methods are thinking aloud (THA),
questionnaires and field observation (Holzinger, 2005). These methods all have their pros and cons
and differ in for example required time, number of users needed and intrusiveness. THA requires test
persons to speak out their thoughts directly as they come up in their minds while doing the test.
Additionally, it is a time-consuming method and requires a lot of equipment. The retrospective thinkaloud method (RTA) is a variant and lets the participant reflect on the task performance after a task
scenario, sometimes based on audio or video playback. Field observation is often expressed as
observation upon the respondent’s experience and behavior while using a system. A great advantage
of questionnaires in usability research is that they seem to effectively quantify usability concepts by
subjective assessment, by lack of objective measurements. They also collect users’ feedback that could
provide evaluators (Ryu, 2005). One of the three inspection methods is the heuristic evaluation where
a few evaluators examine a systems interface and judge its compliance with predefined recognized
usability principles, the heuristics. The second inspection method is the cognitive walkthrough, where
one or more evaluators work through a series of tasks while asking the participant questions about the
learnability. The third method is called action analysis, a close inspection of the sequential actions a
user takes to perform a task.
To reiterate, qualitative usability is about the user’s perception (perceived usefulness) and quantitative
usability is about task performance and errors. The user experience is about the complete use of a
system itself, while perceived usefulness is also about the potential use of a system. A step further, the
acceptance of a system and its persuasiveness covers the attitude toward using a system (see Figure
5). Mobile VR and AR technologies have the capability to increase spatial awareness of people. When
used by inhabitants, the technologies can penetrate into their personal spheres and the view by
inhabitants in place (VIP) on reality might change (van Lammeren, 2017). The user’s perception on
spatial plans and the future of their living environment can be elevated with mobile VR and AR,
subsequently increasing citizen engagement and empowerment.
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2.6.2 Software Quality Models
Usability can be seen as integral part of a more comprehensive Software Quality Model (SQM). These
models try to capture the overall quality of a software product and are rooted in today’s software
industry. According to the ISO 9126 and ISO 8402 standards, quality entails the totality of features and
characteristics of a software product (or service) that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs
(Far, 2008). In case of this thesis research, the broad needs of developed AR and VR applications are
to aid in participatory urban planning. According to Kan (2002), the narrowest sense of product quality
in software refers to the number of “bugs” in the system. This relates to customer satisfaction which can
be measured with SQM’s that have quality parameters or attributes. These quality parameters turn out
to be not always congruous with another. Most of the SQM’s show a lot of resemblance: the ISO 91261 builds on previous models created by McCall (1977), Boehm (1978), FURPS and others (Fleming,
n.d.). The subtle differences between these models are not conflicting but are rather complementary
and repeating. It is a result of a continuous process in model development in search for useful
characteristics to comply with requirements. Other models worth mentioning are the Software
Assurance Technology Center (SATC) model, the Rome Air Development Center model, the
CUPRIMDA model and the CUPRIMDSO model (Far, 2008). The Quality Model ISO 9126 Standard is
described as “a set of attributes of a software product by which its quality is described and evaluated.
A software quality characteristic may be refined into multiple levels of sub-characteristics” (Far, 2008).
The ISO 9126 is the international software product evaluation standard and usability is one of the six
characteristics in this quality model. It is defined as the set of attributes that bear on the effort needed
for use, and on the individual assessment of such use, by a stated or implied set of users. One way of
quantifying usability in a formula is to divide the number of available functions by the number of systemrequired functions, expressed as a percentage. The other characteristics are functionality, reliability,
efficiency, maintainability and portability. For this thesis research, it is relevant to focus on the user’s
perspective as users can evaluate software and are mainly interested in the ease of use, the
performance and the effects of using the software (Far, 2008). The developers’ view and the managers’
view are considered irrelevant for this thesis research and are therefore excluded in the testing phase.
A person is free choose to use a flexible quality model that has quality attributes which are important
for the given application or product. It is believed that for the purpose of this thesis research a flexible
model is the right choice. This is because most models are very extensive and are based on total quality
management (TQM), linking quality with customer satisfaction within a certain industry. How important
it may be for some companies and their products; customer satisfaction is not within the scope of this
thesis research.

2.6.3 Metrics
As discussed in Chapter 2.5.1, questionnaires are a quick, easy and inclusive method to measure the
perceived usability of subjects. Two examples of software usability evaluation methods, also called
psychometric evaluation forms, are the Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI) and the
Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS). Several researchers pointed out that SUMI is
the finest subjective assessment for usability because of its reliability and discrimination between
different categories of software products (Ryu, 2005). However, SUMI is also perceived as being too
generic and can only be used at late product development stages. A more recent study in 2010 by van
Lammeren et al. (2010) used a preformatted questionnaire with standard statements to collect the
user’s perception, more specifically the Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ). The CSUQ
is one of many trusted and proven user interface evaluation forms as it measures perceived usability in
terms of system usefulness, information quality, interface quality and overall satisfaction (van
Lammeren et al., 2010). The Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) is almost identical
to the CSUQ but the questions are phrased in past simple, hence the ‘Post’. Other standardized
questionnaire instruments are the QUIS, PUEU, NAU, NHE, ASQ, PHUE and PUTQ (Tullis & Albert,
2008). The universally applied questionnaires Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the CSUQ are
used in previous usability studies for virtual learning systems, augmented reality applications and elearning systems with virtual reality (Assila et al., 2016). The benefits of using standardized
questionnaires are well-known as they allow for quantification, generalization, communication and quick
comparisons (Garcia, 2013). The CSUQ and PSSUQ consist of sixteen statements, divided in three
factors: system usability (1-8), information quality (9-12) and interface quality (13-15). The last
statement (16) is an overall measure of perceived usefulness. The TAM has six items related to
usefulness and six items related to the ease of use, making a total of twelve questions. More details on
relevant standardized questionnaires can be found in the tables created by Assila et al. (2016) in
Appendix I.
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To elucidate, the CSUQ and the PSSUQ have a high correlation with the SUS and both are almost
identical. Despite being independently developed and having different item content and formats, the
three standardized questionnaires UMUX, SUS and CSUQ largely appear to be measuring the same
subject, presumably, perceived usability (Lewis, 2018). The CSUQ and the SUS are currently by far the
most popular usability questionnaires. However, the SUS offers the safest option because it is widely
used by researchers and practitioners in system’s perceived usability studies and thus lends itself for
comparison studies. The CSUQ appears to be the best choice as a multidimensional instrument, while
the UMUX and UMUX-Lite have an advantage when test time is a big constraint (Lewis, 2018). A
combination of UMUX and CSUQ is recommended for comparative studies with highly similar systems
to increase sensitivity (Berkman & Karahoca, 2016). While the TAM, CSUQ and PSSUQ initially have
an agree-disagree scale, Lewis found that this scale is prone to having significantly more response
errors than a disagree-agree scale. All the multi-item questionnaires mentioned are effective at small
sample sizes. All questionnaire models are evolving models and they are not static questionnaires. The
models can be altered, tailor-made and combined for specific purposes. It is therefore needless to say
that there is no perfect method or metric system for measuring usability. In Section 3 (Methodology), I
exemplify on the metrics I have chosen to use in this specific case of mobile VR and AR applications.

Figure 5: Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) from Davis, 1989. It offers a strong foundation in usability studies.

2.6.4 Semantic differential scale
Most of the questionnaire tools mentioned before are based on a multi-point rating score like the Likertscore. However, these tools don’t really focus on people’s emotional attitude toward using an
application. The semantic differential scale, introduced by Osgood et al. in 1957, is also a multi-point
rating score but has two polar adjectives at each end, making it a scale with opposite extremes. This
scale does focus more on the expression of respondents to measure the connotative meaning of a
certain concept or object. In contrast, a Likert scale expects the respondent to either agree or disagree
with a declared statement. A semantic differential scale also proved to be more vital, rational and
authentical than scales like the Likert scale (Stoklasa et al., 2019).

2.7 Choice of applications for testing
2.7.1 Mobile or not?
Studies are done with different AR and VR technologies for urban planning (see Chapter 2.2), but very
few actually include mobile applications for consumer smartphones and tablets. A matrix can assist in
choosing applications for testing. It gives an overview of relevant applications and their suitability for
the usability study. In the beginning of the research, it is not yet clear if an application might need to be
programmed or if there is any suitable mobile application. Unity and Unreal are real-time development
platforms for 2D, 3D, VR and AR visualizations. In spite built for entertaining purposes, the gaming
engines are becoming widely adopted in multiple industries. This tendency can be fitted under the
process of gamification. Esri Inc. created the Unreal Engine – CityEngine template as a collaborative
planning solution. Multiple users can involve in the virtual environment at the same moment. The setup
requires a powerful desktop and an HTC Vive with all the peripherals. In the virtual environment, a
planning table is situated in a virtual room. Despite being a very promising application, it is not
considered a suitable application for testing as it does not embrace the power of smartphones. The
same goes for the Geomagine-technology of Geodan (in collaboration with Centric). This so-called
experiential technology offers an out-of- the-box application as a solution for municipalities to improve
citizen participation in planning processes. It is a data-driven 3D VR technology to visualize future
spatial plans. While it is a nice step in the direction of digital twinning, it has the same drawbacks as the
Unreal Engine – CityEngine template: rather immobile, not very user-friendly for an average citizen and
it requires users to be at the location on a specific time.
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So which mobile applications exist and are ought to be suitable for testing? For instance, SketchUp
Viewer offers AR technology to potentially visualize urban plans or zoning schemes. The 3D software
has an AR plugin to view 3D models in a more intuitive way. However, the SketchUp Viewer is limited
to AR. The ARki, Augment, ARPlan 3D and FME AR applications are also considered AR options. Some
are able to show 3D models on a surface recognized by the smartphone camera. Most AR apps use
the same technology: for Android, a lot of apps are actually based on the ARCore SDK from Google to
detect surfaces and show 3D models. From a quick internet search is seems a lot of smartphone AR
applications are built with Software Development Kits (SDKs). Most of the apps are not locationrestricted, thus can be used anywhere. But to encompass the idea of extending reality of a user’s view
in place with location-based GIS technology, an app should interact with the direct real surroundings.
Regarding VR, the choice for mobile applications for participatory planning is very limited in contrast to
multiple forms of AR apps.

2.7.2 Software Development Kits for mobile applications (AR)
SDKs for mobile AR require programming skills, but the app can be tailored to specific needs. Google
has an AR developer platform called ARCore. ARCore is for Android, Google’s mobile platform, and
can be combined with Unity and Android SDK to create a tailor-made AR application. The Wikitude
Augmented Reality SDK is considered a second option as it is cross-platform for iOS, Android, Web
and Unity. ALVAR or ALVAR for Unity offers an SDK in C++ or as a plugin for Unity. It supports both
Android and iOS platforms. ALVAR is able to load 3D point cloud-based tracking (VTT Technical
Research Centre of Finland Ltd.) The ALVAR library contains an application programming interface
(API) and multiple tools for creating AR and VR applications. Other SDKs are the ArcGIS Runtime SDK
(Android only) and the AR SDK from BlippAR. A last option for creating an AR experience is the Vuforia
Augmented Reality SDK, which can be linked to Unity. After a suitability comparison I decided to not
construct an application from the bottom up as it takes a lot of time and it is without the scope of this
research. With the help of a software comparison matrix (see Appendix II) I have chosen to test the
360VR and AuGeo smartphone apps, both developed by Esri. Nevertheless, these applications still
require data inputs, management and modelling. How this is done for this research is described in
chapter 3.5 in detail.

2.7.3 Mobile applications
2.7.3.1 VR - ArcGIS 360VR
GIS data can be used as input for the ArcGIS 360VR mobile application, as well as for the ArcGIS
Runtime (only AR). Just like ALVAR, Esri offers a lightweight API for Unity. The ArcGIS 360VR
application developed by Esri is a one-click-publish-to-VR user experience for 3D scenes. It is a
relatively simple technology called 3VR. The 360VR is based on three degrees of freedom (3DoF),
which are pitch, yaw and roll. In contrast to six degrees of freedom (6DoF), 3DoF only allows the user
to make rotational motions. 6DoF adds the freedom for the body to change position back/forth, left/right
and up/down. Six static images are created and wrapped like a box around a centered chosen viewing
point. The creator is able to choose multiple points so that multiple boxes are created. Most users don’t
notice the difference between real stereoscopic 3D and the 3VR technology, because depth perception
research has shown that a humans’ ability to judge depth decreases with distance (Esri Inc., 2019).
And because the user can’t really move around as the viewing points are static, the parallax effect, one
of the most important depth cues, does not take effect. The 360VR application only has a single
stereoscopic 3D feature, and that is the control panel which is prominently shown in front of the viewer.
This object alone tricks the human brain into thinking that the perceived environment in panorama is in
stereoscopic 3D. Therefore, the application is able to create an immersive VR experience without using
much computing power and data bandwidth (Esri Inc., 2019). Another characteristic of such a relatively
simple mobile VR solution is that it only requires a compatible smartphone and a wireless VR headset,
whereas other VR technologies rely on high-end hardware and room-scale setups.

2.7.3.2 AR – AuGeo
The mobile app AuGeo is available for iOS and Android and is capable of showing multiple point-ofinterest (POI) as pop-ups from a hosted feature layer within the ArcGIS Online environment. They show
up when the user points the smartphone camera to a desired direction. Based on the user’s GPSlocation the pop-ups appear within a certain predefined radius. The creator can customize the pop-ups
to show relevant information.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Research design
3.1.1 Study design
The study design is a usability study of VR and AR technologies by visualizing the environment and
future urban plans to support urban participatory planning within Dutch society. More specifically, the
study comprises a comparative usability testing because two different applications will be tested,
namely an AR in situ application and a VR application. This research is supposed to be a ‘proof of
concept’ pilot study for two existing applications, rather than being a prototype test of a fully developed
product. Both apps are in beta and under development. It can therefore be described as a preliminary
and experimental study. The dependent variables are the usability dimensions and the independent
variables are the two different AR and VR applications. The aim of this study is to measure the
effectiveness, efficiency and the respondents’ perceptions on mobile VR & AR usability by measuring
overall usefulness (read: quality of use, ease of use, satisfactory level) with a standardized metric
system, attitude toward using and user feedback on recommendations and preferences. With the aimed
methodology, the research tries to:
-

-

-

Examine current forms of applied VR and AR technologies for participatory and collaborative
urban planning.
Explore the technical capabilities of a chosen mobile VR and AR application for participatory
urban planning.
Measure the respondents’ perceptions on mobile VR and AR usability through measuring its
perceived usefulness based on the criteria of system usefulness, information quality and
interface quality.
Compare the quality of use (i.e. user satisfaction) and attitude toward the use between a mobile
VR and AR application for participatory urban planning, by analyzing how citizens experience
the use of these two applications as an informative, interactive and visual portal for urban spatial
plans.
Measure the effectiveness and efficiency of the mobile VR and AR application by registering
successful task completion, total completion time and occurred errors.
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Figure 6: Schematic of research phases and the necessary steps to complete the study.
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3.1.2 Scenario area
I have chosen Rotterdam Central District as the subject environment because the municipality of
Rotterdam, located in the South-West of the Netherlands, already has an open access working 3D
model of the city. In 2020, the municipality plans to roll out an improved 3D model of the city to comply
with the new Environment and Planning Act (Hartholt, 2017). However, the 3D model is exclusively
available on the web and is only supported by desktop browsers for citizens. This still leaves a gap
between urban planners and citizens, because citizens are expected to use such a model pro-actively,
meaning they are not actively engaged. Additionally, the interface is limited to a conventional computer
screen which limits the immersive experience. This research would help closing that gap by testing two
different ways of offering geospatial planning data to citizens and engage them in a more immersive
way.

Figure 7: Study site, Rotterdam Central District. From: https://nieuws.top010.nl/delftseplein-central-district.htm

All four new development sites (Figure 7) are situated in Rotterdam Central District. The area
surrounding Rotterdam Central Station consists of commercial high-rise buildings. However, the
conceptual plans include mixed-use areas, offices and residential apartments. Aside from functional
use, the building designs may affect urban climate, transport, visibility, and umbral shadow.

3.2 Research question 1: Current VR and AR technologies and applications
for participatory urban planning
To answer the first research question “Which current VR and AR technologies and applications for
participatory urban planning exist?”, a literature exploration is done. The results can be found in Section
2: Theoretical and contextual background. Mixed sources are used to identify previous AR/VR projects
and report different AR and VR technologies and applications to discover their characteristics such as
strengths and weaknesses. For this purpose, a comparability matrix is used as well for selected
potential applications to test. The different technologies can be reviewed and compared for their test
suitability, as well as the capabilities for supporting urban participatory planning and citizen involvement.
This requires secondary research in (scientific) literature to explore the possibilities of AR and VR
applications for urban planning in the Netherlands.
Google Scholar is by far the search engine I used most to find academic literature on related topics
because it offers an umbrella search portal. Search keywords include, but are not limited to digital
participation, participative planning, urban planning, omgevingswet, Environment and Planning Act,
Mixed Reality, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Location-based Services, software quality matrix,
usability, perceived usefulness. Other resources like non-scientific websites (mostly found via Google
Search) are used to gather complementary information that could not easily be found in scientific papers
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or books. Relevant concepts and definitions need to be well-explained in order for the reader to
understand how this research is embedded in the scientific and societal landscape. To create a
comprehensive matrix comparison between applications, SDKs and software, a selection for such a
tool is needed. While there seems to be no one-fits-all matrix, the CUMPRIMDA model (Far, 2008)
provides a firm basis for a custom matrix.
A next research question grows naturally from the first research question. A software selection of one
VR and one AR application is made based on the software quality comparison matrix and on practical
grounds like time and resources at hand. The next step was to figure out how to construct the apps with
available data and apply it to the case study of Rotterdam Central District. Furthermore, a usability study
test is designed conform these two applications including scenario development. In this stage, a choice
needs to be made for metrics.

3.3 Research question 2: Usability test design
3.3.1 Test plan
A usability test requires the development of a consecutive plan. The purpose of Chapter 3.3 is to explain
what the researcher is going to do, how the test will be conducted, what metrics will be captured, the
number of participants and the scenarios that will be used. This is inherently directly an answer to the
second research question, derived from the theoretical and contextual background information given in
section 2. The question ‘How should the usability test be designed for the chosen VR and AR
application’, includes a study design part and a technical data part. What data is needed and how do
the applications need to be constructed to make them usable for a usability test? A typical test plan is
founded on a couple of elements. These should include the scope, the purpose, a schedule and
location, a description of the sessions, required equipment, information about participants, proposed
scenarios, subjective and/or quantitative metrics and the role of the researcher (U.S. Department of
Health & Human Services, n.d.). Search keywords to find relevant information about designing a
usability test are Human-Computer Interaction, standardized questionnaire, usability, usability methods,
usability test.

3.3.2 Scope and purpose
The test contains two applications: an in-situ mobile AR application (AuGeo) and a mobile VR
application (360VR). The test will cover the most current version of both applications. For the AuGeo
app, this is version 1.1.48 for iOS. The 360VR app is tested on an Android device. The purpose of the
usability test is also explained in chapter 1. The essential part is that the test questions are related to
particular concerns per application.
The construct of ‘Usability’ is subdivided in subconstructs ‘Task Performance’ and ‘User Satisfaction’.
These subconstructs are both operationalized in concepts. Usability is closely related to the user
experience, but usability focusses more on the functionality. Usability is only a partial aspect of user
experience. User experience is more about a person's subjective feelings and attitudes when using or
interacting with a particular product (Ye, 2017). In the middle of these two definitions there is the user
satisfaction. The user satisfaction is measured with ‘User Satisfaction (Perceived Usefulness)’, which
is collected through a translated standardized usability questionnaire; more specific the Post-Study
System Usability Questionnaire (PPSUQ). This measures the perceived ‘System Usefulness’,
‘Information Quality’ and ‘Interface Quality’. But estimating usability with only a questionnaire can result
in dissociation of satisfaction results from performance outcomes because participants tend to award
higher satisfaction appraisals than would be consistent with their user performance. To guarantee the
measurement of a more complete definition of usability and to be able to capture more usability issues,
task performance and open user satisfaction questions are included as well. Task Performance includes
the effectiveness and the efficiency of the apps, thus respecting the metrics of ISO/IEC 25022 (Figure
4). Both Task Performance and User Satisfaction have measurable variables as illustrated in Figure 8.
The ‘Task Performance’ is measured in the percentage of tasks completed and number of errors, which
represents the effectiveness. Additionally, the total time to complete all tasks is registered as a
representation of efficiency. The User Satisfaction includes respondent’s likes, dislikes,
recommendations, preferences, motivations and acceptance. In 3.3.8 the applied metrics are explained
in more detail.
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Figure 8: Conceptual usability model: Usability as construct, with Task Performance and User Satisfaction as
operational definitions. Model created by the author, based on usability criteria.

3.3.3 Schedule and location
The tests are done during the last week of March 2020, from 23-03-2020 till 27-03-2020. The maximum
number of tests that could be done was about ten, due to time constraints and practical reasons. More
respondents will only contribute just a little extra to the research, until reaching a saturation point. The
usability test with respondents took place at a specified test site, namely the square at Rotterdam
Central station. The in-situ AR app requires the test person and the researcher to be at the location of
the constructed scenarios around Rotterdam Central Station to attain a complete experience. For
convenience the VR test is also done at Rotterdam Central Station Square in the hallway of Groot
Handelsgebouw, but the VR app does not require the user to be at a specified location as the user is
teleported to a complete virtual environment.

3.3.4 Sessions
Sessions (Figure 9) will be done on individual basis. A participant is welcomed by the researcher and
will get a brief introduction. The researcher, or the session coordinator for that matter, explains the
session setup and ensures the participant that the test is done anonymously. The test person will fill in
some pre-test questions. Subsequently, the first application test (VR) is initiated. The researcher
provides the participant with a few tasks, after he briefly instructs the participant on how to use the VR
headset. After the VR test the test person fills in a form with questions about the use of the application.
Next, the researcher takes the participant outside to the square of Rotterdam Central station, and the
AR test will start from there. Again, the participant is instructed with simple tasks to complete. The
researcher takes the participant back inside, where the participant faces identical questions to the VR
application, but then applied to the AR application. The last stage includes a few post-test questions,
and a small open discussion between the researcher and the participant. The test person will then be
gratefully thanked for his or her participation. One session takes about 50 minutes but can be a bit
longer depending on the time participants need to complete tasks and to answer the survey questions.
The ten minutes per test is a rough estimation.

Figure 9: Test session design for participants with estimated time.

3.3.5 Equipment
The test requires a special combination of hardware and software. The choice for the combination is
based on the assumption that citizens normally do not have access to special devices. Thus, the
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applications of choice should be easy to use and accessible on the most conventional mobile operating
systems: Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android. Another argument for the choice of software and hardware
is their availability. The researcher is in possession of a compatible VR-headset, as well as a supported
mobile smartphone. The required equipment to execute the usability test is a Samsung Galaxy S8
smartphone, a Samsung Gear VR and an iPhone 5C. The Samsung Galaxy S8 has a 5.8-inch display
with a 2960 x 1440 pixels resolution. This makes the phone an excellent device for the VR test because
a high pixel density makes the images appear sharper to the human eye which benefits the
immersiveness. The actual VR headset (Gear VR, see Figure 10) has a field of view of 101˚ / 62mm
(fixed) / 10mm. The iPhone 5C serves as AR test device: it has a 4-inch display with a lower screen
resolution (1136 x 640) but is capable of running the AuGeo application smoothly. Additionally, a tablet
or laptop is needed so that the participants can fill in the questionnaire digitally with a Google Forms.
This is an efficient way of collecting desired data as it is directly digitalized.

Figure 10: The Samsung Gear VR headset. The navigation pad is located on the right-hand side of the device.
People use that to interact with the virtual environment. The mobile device (Samsung Galaxy S8) is placed in front
of the VR headset.

3.3.6 Participants
The usability test is a ‘proof of concept’ and a statistically significant analysis is not feasible due to an
intended small group of participants. Statistical analyses for correlations would require at least around
30 people which is not feasible due to time constraints, the objectives of this research and the setup of
the tests. Therefore, the number of participants is limited to a maximum of ten in total. However,
according to Nielsen (2012), a total number of five participants should be enough in most cases for
qualitative-focused tests. The aim is to collect insights to drive the design and development of the
applications. The return on investment (time, energy, …) for small tests declines rapidly when using
more than 5 people (Nielsen, 2012). Since there is little additional benefit to a bigger N than 5, the aim
for this usability study is to have at least 5 respondents for each application. Participants have to be
inhabitants of the municipality of the city of Rotterdam and have to be at least eighteen years old. Also,
the target population in general is citizens of Rotterdam. Urban planners, GIS professionals and likewise
practitioners are excluded from the tests. A more selective approach is not desirable because the
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recruitment of participants is already considered a difficult job. The selection method I used is mainly
the so-called purposive sampling technique (Kumar, 2014) where respondents are recruited based on
two criteria: Dutch citizen of Rotterdam, and between the age of 18-80. However, the snowball sampling
technique is used in some extent to recruit additional participants to get to the quota of at least 5
participants in total. Contacts at Esri Netherlands and the municipality of Rotterdam have a network and
can connect the researcher with potential participants willing to take the test. Esri Netherlands and the
municipality are mediators in this regard.

3.3.7 Scenarios
The scenario area is Rotterdam Central District. For both the VR and the AR application the participant
performs a few simple tasks. These require the person to navigate through the virtual world (VR) and
walk through the real world (AR). The possibilities of the scenarios are limited by the technological and
functional limits of the applications. Therefore, the scenario area Rotterdam Central District will be the
same for both the AR and VR application, but the tasks related to the scenario are different. Also, the
hypothetical contextual scenario descriptions are a little different so that the test participant is aware of
the capabilities of both applications. These scenarios are presented to the participants in Dutch and
can be found in the text boxes below. They are also embedded in the questionnaire in Appendix V.
This is the VR application scenario:
Het is avond en U zit thuis TV te kijken op de bank. Opeens krijgt u een notificatie binnen op uw telefoon. Het
blijkt een notificatie te zijn van de gemeente Rotterdam waarin staat dat er nieuwe conceptplannen en ideeën
zijn voor Rotterdam Central District, het gebied rond Rotterdam Centraal Station. De gemeente Rotterdam wil
in dit gebied meer ruimte bieden voor hoogbouw. Samen met andere partijen worden verschillende
mogelijkheden besproken. U als burger kunt nu een toekomstig scenario vanuit thuis in VR beleven, zodat u
al vroeg in het planningsproces wordt betrokken, goed ingelicht wordt en u gebruik kunt maken van burgerlijke
inspraak in de gebiedsontwikkeling. U opent de notificatie en zet de VR-bril op…

And this is the scenario for the AR application:
Het is zaterdagmiddag en u bent aan het winkelen met uw beste vriend/vriendin in de binnenstad van
Rotterdam. Plots krijgt u een notificatie op uw mobiele telefoon binnen op de terugweg naar het Centraal
Station. Op basis van uw GPS-locatie heeft de applicatie van de gemeente Rotterdam u een update gegeven
over nieuwe conceptplannen voor het gebied Rotterdam Central District, zodat u al vroeg in het
planningsproces wordt betrokken, goed ingelicht wordt en u gebruik kunt maken van burgerlijke inspraak in de
gebiedsontwikkeling. Uw beste vriend/vriendin heeft krijgt deze notificatie niet, omdat hij/zij niet in Rotterdam
woont. U opent nu ter plekke de notificatie…

Subsequently, the participant starts to use the specified application. The tasks, which can be
instructions or questions, address multiple aspects of the use of both applications. For VR the
researcher verbally checks with the test participants whether the person thinks he or she finished the
task, because the researcher is not able to watch the phone’s screen as participants use it. Test persons
give answers to questions verbally, and the observer notes them down.
Table 1: The tasks that users need to complete, in Dutch.

QUESTION
NUMBER
1

2

3

VR

AR

Naar
hoeveel
verschillende
panoramabeelden
kunt
u
teleporteren?
Klik op '3D Overview' en verander het
scenario van ‘Current’ naar ‘Future’.
Teleporteer naar ‘Delftseplein’, en
verander daarna weer terug naar
‘Current’ scenario. Ziet u verandering
in vegetatie?
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Hoe hoog kan het gebouw
Conradstraat maximaal worden?

aan

de

Loop naar de locatie van de Conradstraat
totdat je er 50 meter vanaf staat. Hoeveel
vierkante meter aan kantoor komt er in het
nieuwe Weenapoint?
In welk jaar is de bouw van het Tree House
voltooid?

4

5

6

Zorg dat het scenario op ‘Future’ staat
en ga vervolgens naar het punt
‘Weenapoint’
Kunt u vanaf hier vertellen welk
gebouw het hoogst wordt?
Teleporteer
naar
het
punt
'Schiekadeblok'.
Hoeveel
verschillende
torens
zijn
hier
voorgesteld met het huidige idee?

Hoeveel woningen zijn er voorgesteld voor
het nieuwe Schiekadeblok?
Hoe komen de daken van het nieuwe
Schiekadeblok eruit te zien, volgens het
huidige idee?
Wat is het gemiddelde beoordelingscijfer dat
burgers geven voor het voorgestelde idee
voor de Conradstraat?

3.3.8 Metrics
3.3.8.1 Research question 3: User Satisfaction
The metrics are represented in the form of a modular questionnaire and it is adapted to fit the research
goals of the evaluation study. The focus is on subjective measures. The participant is asked several
questions before the session (background questionnaire), questions about the use of both applications
and a few post-test questions. The questions are related to the tasks performed, the ease of use and
satisfaction. The applied universal questionnaires TAM and the CSUQ are previously used for virtual
learning systems, augmented reality applications and e-learning systems with virtual reality (Assila et
al., 2016), thus a combination of both is considered a suitable option for this usability study. However,
the TAM questions are very user specific as the usefulness items relate to a persons’ job. Additionally,
a session with a participant should not take too long. Ultimately, the choice has been made to use the
PSSUQ version 3 for its comparability, multi-dimensionality and internal reliability. The PSSUQ also
offers great replicability for across studies. Basic demographic data of the participants will also be
collected as they allow for correlations based on the backgrounds of individuals (Ryu, 2005). The most
recent version of the PSSUQ measures overall usability, with three dimensions: System Usefulness
(SYSUSE) is the average score of questions 1 to 6, Information Quality (INFOQUAL) is represented in
the questions 7 to 12, and the Interface Quality (INTERQUAL) is the average score of questions 13 to
15. Question 16 addresses overall user satisfaction. The overall perceived usefulness is the average
score of all questions together. The PSSUQ has proven to be effective at small sample sizes (n<15)
and is sensitive across a large number of variables (Sauro, 2019), and is therefore the instrument of
choice. But the PSSUQ is only one tool for measuring ‘User Satisfaction’. To include an emotional and
aesthetical dimension a semantic differential scale is added to the survey to have a more extensive
approach on the whole user satisfaction. It is a 7-point scale with the following 10 items having 20
polarized words, addressing the use of the application in general: hard-easy; meaningless-meaningful;
slow-fast; ugly-beautiful; boring-exciting; worthless-valuable; unpleasant-pleasant; complicated-simple;
bad-good; unclear-clear. Additionally, the respondents are confronted with some open questions. Every
participant is asked a positive and a negative aspect of every application. Furthermore, they are asked
about any recommendations for further development: ‘Welke aanbevelingen zou u doen voor het verder
ontwikkelen van de VR-applicatie?’; ‘Welke aanbevelingen zou u doen voor het verder ontwikkelen van
de AR-applicatie?’. Their preferences are captured with the following questions: ‘Welke applicatie heeft
uw voorkeur wat betreft visualisatie en waarom?’; ‘Welke applicatie heeft uw voorkeur wat betreft
gebruiksgemak en waarom?’; ‘Welke applicatie heeft uw voorkeur wat betreft informatievoorziening en
waarom?’. The questions address important aspects: visualization, ease of use, and information
sharing. These are in line with the three subscales of the PSSUQ, but they require a motivation now.
Their final preference is captured with the question ‘Welke van de twee toepassingen die u zojuist heeft
gebruikt zou u uiteindelijk het liefst gebruiken en waarom?’. This gives them more freedom in including
more aspects in their motivation. The last measurable variable is the user acceptance. This is measured
with a hypothetical statement and question: ‘Stel, de gemeente besluit de applicaties gratis beschikbaar
te stellen voor alle inwoners, inclusief een goedkope kartonnen VR-bril. Hoe groot is de kans dat u een
dergelijke AR of VR-toepassing dan zou gebruiken? Licht toe’. This tests their attitude toward using the
applications (TAM). The following question asks the participant about the perceived added value. ‘Ziet
u meerwaarde in de applicaties, gezien het feit dat burgers ruimtelijke gebiedsplannen ook op websites
kunnen inzien? Licht toe.’ This addresses their general opinion on the value of both VR and AR
applications, after their test experience.
The retrospective thinking-aloud method is also part of the test to identify usability problems, but it is
executed as a retrospective probing (RB) technique. The participants give comments during tasks and
makes gestures, while the researcher notes them down. At the end of the whole experimental session,
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the researcher asks about the actions and thoughts of the participants to receive user thoughts. At the
end of the test participants provide their likes, dislikes and recommendations for improving the
applications. This makes it in fact an open-ended questionnaire, which includes a standardized
questionnaire (PSSUQ).
The analysis of the PSSUQ questionnaire and additional questions is done in Excel to compare the
usability between the AR and the VR application. This can give insight in possible significant mean
differences in several aspects of usability between the AR and VR app. The tests will not be recorded
on video or audio, as it is believed that video and audio recordings will not substitute to a better data
collection or a more complete understanding of perceived usability. Data collection is done through a
questionnaire (PSSUQ and open questions) and observing task performance that is registered in a
matrix.

3.3.8.2 Research question 4: Task Performance
A recent study in 2017 by Murtza et al. identified nine classes of usability problems explicitly for VR
systems and their developed set of heuristics can aid in usability evaluations. However, the heuristic
evaluation method requires multiple (expert) evaluators and does not involve users. Therefore, it is not
considered a suitable method for a thesis usability test, just like the cognitive walkthrough and action
analysis. Quantitative metrics form a smaller part of the usability test than qualitative metrics.
Nevertheless, they are an essential part of the test because they can provide quantitative insights such
as successful task completion, critical errors, non-critical errors, error-free rate and time on task. But
not all available metrics are applicable for this test setup, based on practical and technical reasons.
Time on task is considered irrelevant, as the time-windows are small, and the tasks are not comparable.
That is why the total completion time is more relevant. Additionally, the fact that the researcher is not
able to see what is going on in the virtual environment with the VR application puts restrictions on
observation. Screen recording is also not possible, so the observation of errors a person makes during
a task is not feasible. In this regard, we are limited to critical errors. Because the quantitative metrics
are hard to measure in practice, the focus is more on the subjective measures of the user. In other
words, the user satisfaction and perceived usefulness of participants are considered the more important
metrics as it is a more user-centric approach.
This research only takes into account the successfully completed tasks (effectiveness), the number of
critical errors - the times a person can’t complete a task (effectiveness), and the total completion time
(efficiency). This can all be brought under the term ‘Task Performance’. The effectiveness is calculated
with the following formula:
Equation 1: Effectiveness (E) in successfully completed tasks as percentage of total tasks completed Tt). The e
represents critical errors, and the I stands for incorrect completed tasks.

Effectiveness also includes the amount of errors during the performance of tasks. As the VR puts
limitations to the observation of errors people make, I decided to only register critical errors that prevent
a person from completing a task. It can be that a person does not want to finish a task or is just not able
to because the application does not work properly.
Another metric that is captured is time-based efficiency. While time per task per participant would give
the most detailed information, it is not a feasible approach with available resources. Also, the tasks
between both applications are not directly comparable because both applications have different
capabilities. Therefore, the efficiency is measured with the total completion time. This basically means
the researcher starts a timer when an application test initiates (after the user read the scenario) and
stops the timer when the participant completes the last task.

3.3.9 Roles
Since this research is solely conducted by one researcher, the researcher has multiple roles to play. In
this case, the researcher is the usability specialist, the session coordinator, the task commissioner and
in some degree the observer. Observation is done by watching people’s behavior (body language) and
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by analyzing how they complete the tasks and note down any particularities. Other than the task
performance matrix, no frameworks are used for observation. The opportunity to record the tests on
video has been considered to make the observations more reliable but filming the AR test is highly
impractical and only filming the VR test would be useless for comparing purposes. Furthermore, the
focus within this thesis research is not on behavioral aspects, although they might give a more
interesting understanding of how people use VR and AR applications.
Table 2: Overview of the most important test elements.

AR

VR

Respondents

7 (needed: min. 5)

Development sites

4

Scenarios per
development site

2 (current & future)

Hypothetical usability
scenarios

1

1

Cloud platform

ArcGIS Online

ArcGIS Online

Mobile platform

iOS 10.3.3

Android 9

Software

AuGeo (Esri)

CityEngine, 360VR (Esri)

Hardware

iPhone 5C

Samsung Galaxy S8,
Samsung Galaxy Gear VR

Sensors

Camera, gyroscope, GPS,
Compass

Gyroscope (3 DoF)

Location

Rotterdam Central Station
square

Groot Handelsgebouw
hallway

3.4 Validity and reliability
A scientific study should warrant an admissible level of validity and reliability. Validity in qualitative
research means “appropriateness” of the tools, processes, and data. In quantitative research, reliability
refers to exact replicability of the processes and the results (Leung, 2015). The need for validity and
reliability is undeniably an important part of practicing science and to ensure a research quality standard
within the scientific community. The Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) that is used
has been validated by hundreds of studies. The internal consistency () for the standardized
questionnaire PSSUQ is between 0.94 and 0.96 according to multiple sources. This is considered a
very high consistency, because an alpha of at least 0.8 is sufficient for a usability questionnaire (Garcia,
2013; Sauro, 2019). The consistency of the respondent is checked by asking the same questions in a
different way to measure the same thing. The high internal consistency justifies the use of the PSSUQ
as a test instrument and it strengthens the overall reliability. Using a standardized questionnaire also
benefits the test-retest reliability as the test can be reproduced very easily. However, the PSSUQ is not
a perfect instrument. Even though it mainly measures users’ satisfaction, it contains exclusively
positively worded questions and is therefore susceptible to the “acquiesce bias” – the certainty that
people are more likely to agree with a statement than to disagree with it, as Garcia (2013) describes it.
This can be corrected for by mixing negatively and positively worded statements and questions. While
the PSSUQ cannot be tailored this way because it would compromise the comparability, it can be
complemented with other instruments and methods. That is why I choose to include a semantic
differential scale as well, additionally to tracking task performance and some open questions to receive
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qualitative feedback. Especially the standardized PSSUQ allows for external comparison of the test
results, while the additional questions will help with the qualitative usability comparison between the VR
and AR app themselves.
Regarding the test design and the scope of this research, a trade-off has been made between internal
and external validity. The VR tests are taken inside in a hallway room with a little background noise, so
only to some extent it was a controlled environment. However, the AR app is tested outside on the
Rotterdam Central Station square. It is believed that the test environment will not be of any influence
on the results. The test-retest and interrater reliability is not tested in conjunction with the face, content
and criterion validity. The exploratory and preliminary study design does not call and allow for testing
these specific kinds of reliability and usability.

3.5 Construction VR & AR application
3.5.1 Geo-data and software
Based on the software quality matrix in Appendix II, the decision has been made to test two applications
for their potential as supportive urban planning tools. The 360VR application by Esri Inc. will be tested,
as it is a one-click-publish-to-VR user experience for 3D scenes. It is a relatively simple technology and
shows potential for citizen use as it is available for mobile platforms. The smartphone application AuGeo
by Esri Inc. is tested for AR. Both are based on data sharing on ArcGIS Online. The 360VR requires
additional desktop software for 3D modelling, more specifically CityEngine 2019.1 (Esri Inc.) for Mac or
Windows.
The spatial data needed to be incorporated in both the VR and AR application can be retrieved from
ArcGIS Online and from the municipality of Rotterdam. The datasets IMRO layer, TOP10NL layer or
BGT are considered relevant for the VR application to translate 2D information into 3D visualization.
Proposed buildings or functional zones can be visualized as volumetric blocks. The website
ruimtelijkeplannen.nl offers the Dutch zoning schemes in a Geography Markup Language file (GMLfile). These spatial plans can offer contextual information on relevant spatial planning zones, but the
data itself might not be needed for the applications.
The creation of an AR and VR app requires data management: collection, processing, preparation,
visualization and optimization.
1. Data preparation: collecting data and translation of urban plan features into virtual objects.
2. Visualization: visualize these objects in such a way that it is clearly distinct, and will be
understandable, from a real-world view (AR) and in a virtual environment (VR).
3. Optimization: the view must be rendered, projected and positioned quickly to the user’s device
view, which is a smartphone for both the AR and VR application.
4. Usability: evaluate the proposed reality application.

3.5.2 Construction VR application
The VR application is built for the 360VR mobile application which is free to use with a promo code on
request and can be downloaded from the Oculus Store. For this study, there is no necessity to have
highly realistic 3D models. The models should be easy to build, represent a certain degree of realism
and comply to hardware and bandwidth limits (Zaini & Embi, 2017).
The first step is data preparation: this is primarily done in ArcGIS Pro 2.4 by importing a BGT-3D dataset
provided by Esri Netherlands. A selection has been made for vegetation/trees and waterbodies because
I consider these features the most distinguishable and prominent in the city. The tool ‘Feature to
Feature’ is used to save the data locally, and ultimately export the selection to a File Geodatabase.
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Figure 11: Flowchart with data (orange), software (blue) and hardware (green) used to create a virtual reality
experience to use in the usability test.

The visualization and creation of the virtual world has been done with the desktop software CityEngine
(version 2019.1). CityEngine allows the user to import data from Open Street Map (OSM) very fast,
including an aerial satellite basemap. This generated a chaotic web of roads (about 5,000 road
segments) and 3D buildings are retrieved from 2D OSM building footprints. The landmark buildings in
Rotterdam Central District didn’t get their accurate height, so these 3D building blocks were manually
deleted in addition to the roads. Subsequently, the most relevant roads are drawn again by hand in
order to increase realism. All the ‘non-important’ buildings got their automatically generated façades
from built-in CGA rules. This is a fast way to create visually appealing building blocks. For some
buildings a SketchUp file is available from the SketchUp 3D Warehouse at
https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/. For example, Rotterdam Central Station was downloaded as GML
file and imported to the CityEngine scene. The remaining landmark buildings are manually selected and
downloaded as a single OBJECT (.OBJ) file from the 3D city model of Rotterdam, available at
https://www.3drotterdam.nl/#/. The use of a single file has the benefit that the relative building
positioning is correct but has the downside that individual buildings cannot be altered or deleted in
CityEngine. The OBJECT file includes the textures with LoD1 (Level of Detail). After the file has been
imported into the CityEngine scene, some adjustments were required like rotation and repositioning
until all the buildings were at their correct place. The next step was to import the File Geodatabase
containing the BGT vegetation and water feature layers. The trees got their appearance from the inbuilt CGA rules from Esri, while the waterbodies are visualized with the ‘waterdeel’ CGA file from the
BGT-3D. Both methods seem to work, thus there are multiple geodata visualization options. Creators
can also customize the appearances in for example SketchUp. An essential next step is to create static
points-of-view. The question where to place these points is really up to the creator, but a clear view on
current and future scenarios is recommended. In this case, I created 8 different panoramic viewpoints.
Ultimately, the scene with its scenarios is exported from the File menu directly to an ArcGIS Online
account as a 360VR Experience. With a file size of only 23MB’s it is easily shareable online, and it loads
quickly on a compatible smartphone. The construction of this virtual environment proves that it is
relatively easy to transform a 3D city model in combination with geo-data to a VR experience.
Impressions of the in-app visualization (i.e. the view a user sees through the headset) can be found in
Appendix III.
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Figure 12: Screenshot of the desktop software CityEngine 2019.1 on Windows 10. CityEngine was used for data
integration, 3D modelling and scenario development.

3.5.3 Construction AR application
The AR application is built from a point-based feature layer. This layer named ‘Participatory Urban
Planning_RCD’ had to be manually created from the ground up, as there are no point-based feature
layers publicly available on ArcGIS Online that represent the proposed urban planning scenarios.
Various sources are used for the data that is shown in the pop-ups. Relevant information such as
building height, architect, number of apartments and function is included. A tutorial from the Esri website
https://www.esri.com/arcgis-blog/products/arcgis-online/sharing-collaboration/how-to-create-a-hostedfeature-service/ is used to support in the creation of a hosted feature service. The first step was to
decide where to place the points. The four developments sites are represented as points, so they do
not cover the whole development areas. Therefore, the points are allocated to the four centers of these
areas. The next step was to manage the data, add attributes and decide which available information to
include. Consequently, the attributes are assigned to the related point of interest.

Figure 13: Flowchart with data (orange), software (blue) and hardware (green) used to create a mobile augmented
reality experience to use in the usability test.

The pop-ups are configured to show the correct information. The Pop-up Title is set to {Site_Name} to
show the name of the development site. Furthermore, the Display drop-down menu is set to ‘A custom
attribute display’. This is necessary to provide information in the AuGeo viewer: other settings fail to
display any information in AuGeo pop-ups. The pop-up display is configured as depicted in Figure 15.
Not every attribute is relevant, thus some are hidden from the pop-up view otherwise the pop-ups will
get too cluttered (Figure 14). With Attribute Expressions, one can add more specific information for each
individual point of interest. The pictures of each development site are also added in the pop-up so that
users are able to see the proposed plans visually (Figure 15). This is done by adding a new field in the
data table on ArcGIS Online with links in it to pictures that are available online. Subsequently, the
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pictures are called with a URL {pic_url} in the ‘Pop-up Media’ part of the pop-up configuration panel.
More media could not be added because the current version of the AuGeo app does not support links,
videos and sound. Furthermore, a pop-up does not support scrolling so more media would not be shown
on the mobile screen. Two screenshots are attached in Appendix IV to illustrate the visual user interface

Figure 14: Attributes can be displayed or hidden from the pop-up view. Screenshot from ArcGIS Online.

Locatie: {Address}, {City}
Status: {Status}
Beoordelingscijfer (1-10): {Site_Rating}
Hoogte (m): {Height}
Verdiepingen: {floors}
Opp. Kantoor (m2): {Squarem_offices}
Aantal woningen: {Number_apartments}
Ontwikkelaar: {Developer}
Ontwerp: {Architect}
Bouw: {Construction}
Oplevering: {Delivery}
Figure 15: Left: Pop-up configuration settings can be
tailored with custom content, expressions and media.
Screenshot from ArcGIS Online. Right: The custom
attribute display with relevant information about proposed
building sites.
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4 Results
4.1 Participants
A total of seven individuals (2 females, 5 males) were recruited and participated in the test of (Figure
16). All the participants are inhabitants of the city of Rotterdam and they all have different backgrounds
in term of education, working experience and profession. The average age of all respondents is fifty
years, and everyone at least went to an undergraduate college or had higher education to obtain a
bachelor’s degree (Figure 16). Three people also said to have a masters or doctoral degree as highest
level of education. The age distribution in ascending order is respectively 22 (P1), 23 (P2), 51 (P7), 54
(P4), 60 (P6), 61 (P3) and 76 (P5). For participant numbers P1 – P7 and their performance, see
Appendix VI: Task performance table.

Gender

Highest level of
education

Occupation

14%

43%
29%

57%

86%
71%

Elementary school
Working
Secondary education
Higher education or university
bachelor

Men

Women

Master, doctor

Student
Unemployed
Dual working-student

Retired

Figure 16: The gender division, education level and current occupation of the participants

None of the participants were familiar with or used the 360VR and AuGeo app before the tests took
place. Most of the people said to have little to no experience with VR or AR applications (Figure 17).
For most people the urban development of Rotterdam is important to them. Five people said not to be
familiar with the Environment and Planning Act. The survey also shows that all the people only feel
involved with spatial planning practices in Rotterdam to some degree. This might be because the
average Dutch citizen is not actively involved in spatial planning processes, but it also depends on the
municipal practices and how the public sector communicates with citizens about spatial plans. The
following list represents the professions of the respondents: researcher e-Government, logistics
manager, higher education teacher (hbol), jurist/lawyer, IC-CCU nurse, and consultant. The one and
only student is a master student Film- and Television Science. As can be seen, it is a very diverse group
with different backgrounds. The e-Government researcher is probably the person with the most relevant
background knowledge in terms of public participatory urban planning as he works in the public sector.
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Responses to pre-test questions
I feel involved with spatial planning
processes in Rotterdam
The urban development of Rotterdam is
important to me
To what extent are you familiar with the
Environment and Planning Act?
Do you have experience with the use of AR
appilcations?
Do you have experience with the use of VR
applications?
0
Not at all

A little

1

Somewhat

2

3
Much

4

5

6

7

8

Very much

Figure 17: The participants were asked some question prior to taking the tests.

4.2 Task performance
4.2.1 Efficiency
During the test, users were asked to complete several tasks in order to use the applications correctly.
The tasks were not exactly the same for the two applications, but they were developed within the
capabilities of the applications. In this case, the efficiency does not discriminate or differentiate between
the different tasks. Because the tasks do not represent the exact same workflow between the two
applications, it is debatable if comparing the total completion times (efficiency) between the VR and AR
is of significant value. However, one can use the average completion times for external comparison as
well to give insight in relative efficiencies.
Table 3: Total task completion times of the seven participants. Time is rounded on the seconds.

Participant

Total task completion time VR

Total task completion time
AR

1

9:31:00

6:02:00

2

8:25:00

5:38:00

3

10:23:00

6:46

4

9:06:00

5:41:00

5

9:53:00

N/A

6

12:17

5:00:00

7

8:14:00

4:40

Mean

9:41:00

5:38:00

The total average of the VR task completion time is 9 minutes and 41 seconds, whereas it took people
5 minutes and 38 seconds on average to finalize all the AR tasks. This means that people were able to
complete the AR tasks 41.82% quicker than the VR tasks. In other words, the time spent on performing
AR tasks is 58.18% as percentage of the total average VR completion time. The main reason the total
completion time of VR is longer than the AR is that people find it harder to navigate in a fully virtual
environment. This was substantially noticeable during the test observations with participant’s comments
like 'Oh now I am in the future or something. How can I get back?' or 'I see Delftseplein blinking, but
how can I… Those letters are in front’.
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4.2.2 Effectiveness
Task completion was documented on paper and later digitalized in a table (Appendix VI). A participant
could either complete a task correctly or incorrectly. The number of successfully completed tasks
(effectiveness) is expressed as a percentage of the total amount of tasks completed (see Equation 1 in
3.3.8). In terms of incorrect answers to the completed tasks, the VR scores lower with seven incorrect
answers in contrast to two incorrect answers to the AR tasks. Both VR and AR tasks started with a trick
question to see if respondents would understand the interface directly and if they were paying attention.
Not surprisingly, the first task of the VR test was incorrectly answered by 71.4% of the respondents.
The task explanation was repeated two times by the researcher to the participant. The interface panel
had two double panorama points to teleport to, but only two out of 7 people noticed this. The first AR
task was a question about the height of a building. Two people replied incorrectly with the answer ‘268
meters.’ This number however represented the absolute distance to the object, not its maximum height.
Five people got the correct answer by clicking on the pop-up or acknowledge that it was indeed the
distance by walking around to see the number change real-time. When applying the equation for
effectiveness, the VR application effectiveness resulted in ((42 – 0) – 8) / (42 – 0) * 100 = 80.95%. The
AR application has a calculated effectiveness of ((42 – 5) – 2) / (42 – 5) * 100 = 94.54%. As a result,
we can conclude that the AR is a more effective application in performing simple tasks by people.
Worthwhile using effectiveness as a task performance measurement shows significant differences in
usability, but the results are not definitive. Probably the learnability and memorability of an application
also plays an important role in effectiveness of both applications, two factors that are not included in
this research.
One person (age 76) could not complete five tasks of the AR app (see Appendix VI, P7) because he
could not manage to keep the device steady enough so that the pop-ups would stay on the screen (in
Appendix VI registered as ‘no response’). This is registered as a critical error that prevents the
respondent from being able to complete a task. The AR has five critical errors, in contrast to zero for
the VR app. Expressed in percentages, the AR has a total critical error rate of 13.89% and the VR 0%.
To put the critical errors into perspective: while AR seems to have a better effectiveness (94.54%) than
VR (80.95%), it was totally unusable by one participant (P7) because of its ‘shakiness’. Therefore, the
effectiveness as well as efficiency are not fully conclusive in this case.

4.3 User satisfaction - perceived usefulness
4.3.1 PSSUQ: System usefulness
In the questionnaire that was presented to the test persons, the Post-Study System Usability
Questionnaire (PSSUQ) had inverted scales to avoid false positives and false negatives in the
respondent’s answers. To make the scores suitable for external comparability, the scores are corrected
back to a 1-7 scale that goes from strongly agree to strongly disagree. To recapitulate, in the PSSUQ
the lower the score between 1 and 7, the more a person agrees with a positive statement. In other
words, a lower number actually means a higher grade/rating. In the PSSUQ, system usefulness comes
closest to the narrow definition of usability and is measured with 6 questions. The broader definition of
usability addresses information quality and interface quality as well. The average system usefulness
(SYSUSE) for the VR application is 2.31 on a scale from 1 to 7, whereas the AR application scores a
3.07.
Table 4: Mean scores of the PSSUQ subscales and the overall score, together with general PSSUQ means from
previous usability studies.

PSSUQ
metrics

VR (inverted)

AR (inverted)

VR (corrected)

AR (corrected)

OVERALL=

5.69

4.93

2.31

3.07

SYSUSE=

5.31

4.81

2.69

3.19

INFOQUAL=

6.07

5.17

1.93

2.83

INTERQUAL=

5.67

4.67

2.33

3.33
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4.3.2 PSSUQ: Information quality
The PSSUQ also collects the perceived information quality (INFOQUAL) of users, represented in
questions 7-12. Based on the survey, the VR application received a 1.93 and the AR application a 2.83
for information quality. Concluding, the VR scores very high regarding information quality as it is the
highest score in general and of all subscale scores. On the statement ‘The system gave error messages
that clearly told me how to fix problems’ six people answered with N/A for the VR and five for the AR.
Apparently the applications both run without errors, or at least the user is not confronted with error
messages. One person answered with a ‘strongly agree’, but when the researcher retrospectively asked
the participant after the test if and when an error message occurred, the person could not tell. The
critical errors mentioned in Chapter 4.2 are registered as critical errors, because they prevented the
test person from completing tasks, but in fact it was not a typical error with an error message, or an
accidental click by the user.

4.3.3 PSSUQ: Interface quality
Interface quality (INTERQUAL), the perceived quality of the combination of hardware and software as
an intermediary between the computer and the user, is exactly one point higher for the VR (2.33) than
for the AR (3.33). Thus, the VR score is perceived as having a qualitative better interface than the AR
app. The AR scores mediocre with the lowest score of all subscales, mainly due to the perceived
‘shakiness’ while operating the app. However,

4.3.4 PSSUQ: Overall quality
The overall user satisfaction is measured with question 16 in the PSSUQ, which states ‘Overall, I am
satisfied with this system’. On average people answered this question with a 2.14 for VR and a 3 for
AR on a 1-7 scale. That means that in general respondents are typically more satisfied with the VR
application than the AR application. The means of all questions 1-16 combined represents the overall
quality (OVERALL) which results in a total score of 2.31 for the VR and a 3.07 for the AR. This is in line
with the response to question 16 which nevertheless shows a slightly lower difference between the two
applications.

PSSUQ scores
7

6
5
4
3
2
1
Overall

System Usefulness

VR (inverted)

Information Quality

Interface Quality

AR (inverted)

Figure 18: The PSSUQ scores (inverted) for the VR and AR app.

4.3.5 Semantic differential scale
Participants were confronted with a 7-point bipolar semantic differential scale asking about their
experience. In the questionnaire the scales of the semantics were mixed up. Semantic 2 (MeaninglessMeaningful), 4 (Ugly-Beautiful), 6 (Worthless-Valuable), 7 (Unpleasant-Pleasant) and 9 (Bad-Good)
were inverted. Overall, both applications scored positively on average. The VR app offered the better
total user experience according to the test results from Figure 19. The VR app appears to be extremely
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exciting to use and the difference between the VR and AR app is biggest for this semantic, which could
be partly explained by the wow factor as introduced in Chapter 1.5. The mobile AR app is especially
perceived as harder to use, more boring, less valuable, less clear and overall worse in use. According
to Figure 19, both apps are perceived as almost equally beautiful and both are perceived as fast in use,
but for AR this is the second highest score and for the VR this is its fourth lowest score.

Figure 19: Participants responded relatively positive on all semantics for both applications.

4.3.6 Positive and negative aspects
4.3.6.1 VR – 360VR
The 360VR application received an 8.14 as final grade on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 is extremely
bad and 10 is extremely good. This final verdict was asked at the end of the application-specific
questions. After the users completed the tasks, they were confronted with questions about their
experience. People named ‘immersive’, ‘impressive’, ‘realistic representation’ and ‘easy and fast’ as
positive aspects.
Heel immersief, en ook een leuke manier om Rotterdam en de plannen te zien.
innovatieve manier van het in kaart brengen van hoe de toekomst van Rotterdam eruit ziet. Het
zorgt voor aandacht.
Je krijgt snel en realistisch een voorstelling van de tooekomst versus heden
Maakt indruk dit
3D met perspectief
Je kan snel en makkelijk het verschil tussen huidig en toekomstig bekijken. Helder en overzichtelijk.
Je kan je goed inleven in de plek waar je een beeld van krijgt, net of je er zelf staat.
Inzicht in wijzigingen zonder uitleg, het zelf zien
Figure 20: List of perceived positive aspects of the VR app, in Dutch.

On the other hand, some negative aspects came up as well. The difference between new and existing
buildings was not perceived as very clear and the representation of the environment should be
according to the purpose. Additionally, a participant mentioned that ‘Sometimes the VR headset does
not react on the control system, the so-called tap button’. Someone else noted ‘I didn't see any people’.
Also, it was not very clear how the user could get the option to change between Current and Future
mode. Consequently, ‘When switching between future and current you have to look down which means
you just can't yet see the changes when it takes effect’. These are perceived negative aspects in line
with another negative aspect, namely that ‘The use of the headset requires some practice’. A last
negative aspect regards the use of VR in general: ‘Do not use it too long, works intensively on your
human body’.
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The screen resolution was not given as a negative aspect or mentioned by any of the participants. Two
of seven people were wearing glasses when using the VR application. It turned out that the VR headset
(Samsung Gear) was still usable and that the glasses did not affect the experience of using the app.
None of them perceived it as an obstruction.
Niet heel duidelijk wat precies de nieuwe gebouwen zijn in future mode. Ook niet duidelijk hoe current en future mode optie
te krijgen.
De besturing van de headset vergt wat oefening.
Gebouwen zijn uniforme blokken zonder de kenmerken van een gebouw, het doel van de applicatie is dan belangrijk nl
inzicht in de positie, volume en groffe vorm van nieuwe gebouwen
Nniet te lang gebruiken, werkt intensief op je in
Geen mensen gezien
Af en toe reageert de VR bril niet op het bedieningssysteem, de zgn tiptoets.
Bij het schakelen tussen future en current kijk je naar beneden waardoor je net de wijzigingen niet ziet

Figure 21: List of perceived negative aspects of the VR app, in Dutch.

4.3.6.2 AR – AuGeo
The AR application AuGeo received a 7.14 as final grade on a scale of 1 to 10. The final verdict was
asked at the end of the application-specific questions. Respondents mainly perceived the AR app as
‘fast and clear’ when asked for a positive aspect. The app felt ‘natural’ to a user, and simplicity was also
mentioned as one person said to operate the app ‘without thinking’.
Informatie heel duidelijk weergegeven.
Snel en duidelijke informatie gemakkelijk te vinden over nieuwbouw
Notificatie krijgen op de plek waar in de buurt iets interessants gaat gebeuren
Zonder nadenken te bedienen
De achterliggende info was interessant
De informatie is snel en duidelijk te vinden.
Waar je zelf naar kijkt laat de app zien, voelt dus heel natuurlijk aan
Figure 22: List of perceived positive aspects of the AR app, in Dutch.

The negative aspects regard the lack of visualization of buildings and the fact that there is no zooming
function for pictures. But the most important aspect is that the app interface is perceived as ‘shaky’,
‘sensitive’, and ‘buggy’, probably due to cumbersome sensor calibration optimization. One person
described it as ‘The user friendliness is way below standard’. Two participants did not mention a
negative aspect at all. Older people (76, 61) tend to keep the phone horizontally without actually using
the camera lens to point to the pop-up’s direction. One person (61) continued to do so on tasks but
succeeded in completing them. The other respondent (76) failed to complete the subsequent five tasks
after the first one. This could imply that older people are not as adaptive as younger people in the use
of the application as other respondents did use the camera lens correctly by holding the smartphone
device vertically.
App is schokketig en ik kan de gebouwen niet visueel zien en dat is jammer.
Interface is een beetje buggy en springt veel in het rond
Applicatie was onrustig, foto van object is klein en kan niet worden uitvergroot
Geen
De gebruiksvriendelijkheid is zwaar onder de maat
Geen.
Gevoeligheid, wiebelen
Figure 23: List of perceived negative aspects of the AR app, in Dutch.

4.3.7 User preferences and motivations
It is interesting that respondents rated VR higher (SYSUSE=2.69) than AR (SYSUSE=3.19) in terms of
system usefulness, but when they were asked about their application preference for ease of use 6 out
of 7 people said to prefer AR. In terms of visualization, six participants preferred the VR application for
its ‘realistic representation’, ‘impressiveness and ‘experience’. Only one participant would pick the AR
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over VR because it makes ‘the reality and future naturally flow into each other’. In terms of information
provision, six people said AR did a better job and one person did not have a distinctive preference with
the argument that it ‘Depends on the phase and scenario of use, for simple information sharing the AR,
for more intensive participation the VR’. Another person also mentioned the importance of the planning
phase: ‘VR gives the best understanding; question is why AR shows more detailed buildings and VR
not. AR is more suitable for later phases of planning?’.
When asked which of the two applications the respondents would ultimately use and why, not everyone
appears to have the same preference for the same reason. Not every participant values the usability
aspects to the same extent; some people prefer ease of use and some prefer visual appearance. There
is no unambiguity in this regard and people have personal preferences. Two people said that
visualization was the most important factor (VR), one person noticed the total experience (VR),
someone else the information provision (AR) and three people said that the ease of use was the most
important factor for them (AR). This suggests that the ease of use of the AR app is a strong
characteristic and that it could be a decisive factor in accepting the use of a system.

4.3.8 User acceptance
The technology acceptance is not measured with the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
questionnaire of Davis, but participants were asked about their acceptance in actually using the VR or
AR application if it would be available to them. It turns out that the attitude toward using both applications
is divided among the participants. Some people (2) find AR more accessible to use, and some (2)
contemplate the VR instead of AR. Five people clearly stated that they personally would at least use
one of both applications if they were made available to the public. In this hypothetical case, the
government would provide the users with a free carton VR headset. One person aught that the chance
of personally using both or one of the apps is ‘relatively small, because it takes a lot of time to use and
with little decision-making empowerment it is easier to just have information in the form of a news article
or photo’, the respondent noted. There is unanimous agreement on the added value of both
applications. On the question ‘Do you see added value in the applications, given the fact that citizens
can also consult spatial plans on websites?’, all respondents agreed. One person, the e-Government
researcher, said: ‘Of course, but then there have to be opportunities for participation and not just to
show what has already been decided’. This implies that such applications indeed are useful for publicparticipatory urban planning, but that they need to be implemented in early planning stages and that
they should include options for user input (e.g. feedback, voting or commenting option) or be
complemented with an integrated system that bodies this function. His vision is in congruence with a
recent conclusion of Marshall et al. (2019): ‘There is also a need to consider the point in the planning
process such tools could best be implemented (…) and the scale at which they are used’. Marshall
continues that ‘(…) planners need to understand how digital participation can enable interests to
coalesce around a development vision’. The challenges of VR and AR as part of digital transformation
and participation should include generating interest amongst stakeholders, creating and appraising
development, and fit the right tool for purposeful engagement (Marshall et al., 2019). Participants were
also asked for their attitude toward using one of the two systems. The survey shows a slight preference
for AR over VR: three people would prefer to actually use the VR and 4 people like the AR better
primarily because of its accessibility, ease of use and fast operation.
Despite being aware of the difference between VR being location-independent and AR location-based,
none of the participants mentioned it as an argument to prefer one application over the other. Moreover,
some people did not get the idea of VR as being a location-independent application despite being
explained in the test and the scenario. Some participants argued that it would be impractical to have a
VR headset with them on-the-go. Participants also did not mention that they desire to have more
freedom and user input in both applications, something that was expected (see 1.5).

4.3.9 Participant and observant notes
4.3.9.1 VR – 360VR
During the test, the observer (researcher) also wrote down some particularities and participant notes.
These are not collected to be analytically scrutinized but may provide some complementing information
as subjective measures.
While using the VR app users often clicked on the wrong menu-buttons. One user accidentally returned
to the 360VR main menu by pressing the physical button on the side of the headset instead of the
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touchpad. A user also found it hard to distinct between new and existing buildings. Users could navigate
through two ways: clicking on blue panorama points or choosing a panorama point from the menu.
Some users used both, some only used one method. One participant noticed only at the end that you
could also navigate with the blue panorama points spread around the virtual environment. ‘To teleport?'
a person (P3) responded on a task. Users found some problems with navigation, and it took some time
to get familiar with it. This is probably the reason why it takes longer for participants to complete tasks
in VR than in AR. 'Vegetation of the building?’ (P4), 'It does not really look like buildings yet' were
comments made by participants. ‘He does not really register easily when you are pointing at it, (..) the
touchpad is sensitive’. Some respondents pointed with their fingers, despite being present in a virtual
environment. P5: 'It is beautiful', 'I think it is funny'. 'Easy, everything is on the right side' (controls of the
headset). P6: ‘Do I have to click on overview or on the picture?', 'I see Delftseplein blinking, but how
can I… Those letters are in front.’ Users were really searching for visual elements: 'Hehe, I got it', 'Oh
now I am in the future or something. How can I get back?' (P6). 'I am now at Groothandelsgebouw. That
was not on purpose'. One participant tapped double on everything (which is not necessary). ‘Sometimes
it does not go on Current. It goes easier to future than from future to current back'. ‘Cool', ‘Wait a minute,
then I have to change it back'. 'Wait a second'. One participant (P7) disliked that switching between
Current and Future is not directly visible. The menu panel and the environmental change are not
properly aligned, according to that participant. All the user comments in combination with the researcher
observations suggest that the learning curve (i.e. learnability) is somewhat higher for the VR than for
the AR.

4.3.9.2 AR – AuGeo
For some participants, the difference between the distance to a POI and the height of a proposed
building was not very clear. Some participants used the map to navigate. ‘268 meters? What is that…?’,
‘Okay so also clicking on this’. ‘Images are shaky’. P3: ‘I cannot make it bigger, it is really small now’
(referring to the pop-up images). ’Images are shaky’ and ‘The screen is nervous’. ‘This is not a nice
thing’. ‘Crap’. ‘People are very enthusiastic about the Tree House’. ‘Let’s see, I just did something’.
‘Very funny’. From observation it became clear that the most important thing is the shakiness that
respondents found disturbing during use.
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5 Conclusion, discussion and recommendations
5.1 Conclusion and key findings
The objective of this master thesis research was to compare the usability between a mobile Virtual
Reality and Augmented Reality application for citizen participation in urban planning. This was
accomplished by trying to answer the following main research question: What is the usability between
a mobile virtual reality and augmented reality application for citizens in participatory urban planning?
This research tried to capture the usability of a mobile VR and AR application for participatory urban
planning in terms of users’ task performance and user satisfaction (perceived usefulness).
1.

Which current VR and AR technologies and applications for participatory urban planning exist?

From literature research and the Software Quality Comparison Matrix (Appendix II), it seems that there
have been quite some studies done with VR and AR participatory planning settings. These include
surface planning tables, tangible user interfaces, CAVE systems, head-mounted displays, GNSS
location-based smartphone apps and smartphone applications that use markers to display 3D models.
However, the technologies are not always applicable as mobile solutions. Most existing mobile
participatory apps for urban planning are informing apps (Ertiö, 2015), thus limiting the user interaction
and user input. This interaction and input where people can really get their hands on something, is not
yet fully established on mobile platforms.
2. How should the usability test be designed for the chosen VR and AR application?
This research question is partly answered within the methodology section. These are the key findings:
• Both applications turn out to be one-way informative, environment-centric apps and thus do not
offer a standalone collaborative planning solution to co-create a future scenario.
• The AR app AuGeo does not have the functionality to display 3D features on screen for an
‘Omgevingsvisie’ or ‘Omgevingsplan’. The VR application is capable of 3D visualization of
features that could represent urban plans in space, but it is not considered a complete
information sharing system.
• The BGT is a useful open dataset for the virtual representation of an existing environment, with
accurate spatial object allocation in CityEngine 2019.1. However, the data cannot be used for
the AR app AuGeo which requires manual POI’s as data input.
• Effectiveness and efficiency are more valuable metrics when used with comparing two systems
that require tasks aiming for a similar outcome.
• Effectiveness could only be measured with critical errors, taking a slightly different approach
than counting all user errors per task.
• A quantitative method (PSSUQ) is not sufficient as a stand-alone method for measuring
perceived usefulness, as a combination with a qualitative method ensures for a more complete
data collection.
3. How do the VR and AR application compare in terms of user satisfaction?
•
•
•

•

•

The VR app 360VR scores higher than the AR app AuGeo in overall rating and in all subscales
of the Posy-Study Software Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) metrics.
Respondents prefer the VR app 360VR for visualization and experience, but the AR app AuGeo
does a better job in information sharing and ease of use.
Both apps do not encounter severe technical problems, but the AR app AuGeo is perceived as
‘shaky’ and ‘not accurate’ in positioning pop-ups when in use. Respondents find VR harder to
navigate in.
All respondents see the potential and added value of both apps as a communicative medium,
but in practice the apps should not just inform afterwards and show what has already been
decided to really be a tool for participatory planning in early planning stages.
In general, people are not technology averse to both applications. However, it seems they have
a higher acceptance in actually using the AR app AuGeo under the condition that it is not ‘shaky’
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•
•

and more stable. Thus, the attitude toward using the AR application is higher than for the VR
despite its higher perceived usefulness. People prefer the AR because of its accessibility, ease
of use and fast operation.
Accessibility, ease of use and a quick operation are the most important aspects for people in
actually using a system.
The wow factor of VR is present, so the higher perceived usefulness of VR is flattered to some
extent as participants had a higher attitude toward using the AR on average.

4. How do the VR and AR application compare in terms of task performance?
•

•

In terms of efficiency, we can conclude that the AuGeo (AR) app scores better as it takes people
41.8% less time to complete all the tasks together. The efficiency of the VR is probably lower
because the fully virtual environment is perceived harder to navigate in.
In terms of effectiveness the AR scores higher with 94.54% accuracy (VR 80.95%) of
successful task completion. However, the AR created five critical errors with one user.
Consequently, there does not seem to be complete discrepancy in terms of effectiveness.

With the sequential conclusions from the sub research questions the main research question can be
answered: What is the usability between a mobile virtual reality and augmented reality application for
citizens in participatory urban planning?
To start, a summative comparative overview of the usability results (Table 5) is given. This gives basic
insight in which of both applications scores higher per measured concept.
Table 5: Overview of quick results.

Subconstruct

Concept

Metric

Highest score

User Satisfaction

Overall

PSSUQ

VR

System Usefulness

PSSUQ

VR

Information Quality

PSSUQ

VR

Interface Quality

PSSUQ

VR

Use Experience

Semantic scale

VR

Ease of use

Preference open
question

AR

Visualization

Preference open
question

VR

Information

Preference open
question

AR

Added value

Open question

VR & AR

Attitude toward using

Preference open
question

AR, for ease of use

Effectiveness

Successful Task
Completion

AR

Effectiveness

Critical errors

VR

Efficiency

Total Completion
Time

AR

Task Performance
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The results have shown insights in the usability for both the VR and the AR app. Both applications offer
an engaging way of showing geo-information to the user, but the construction of the experiences require
some expert knowledge. In terms of technical capabilities, both applications seem to have a high
usability potential. But while both the VR and AR application allow the user to experience urban plans,
they do not support the alteration of urban plans by users themselves. The ideas and feedback of
citizens themselves are still to be collected through another online platform like the website of a
municipality, thus the current versions of the AR and VR applications cannot operate independently as
a valuable tool for participatory urban planning. Ideally, the AuGeo AR app allows the user for drawing
in 3D areas and add a certain proposed function. Additionally, the user should be able to give feedback,
rate vote or comment on a pop-up directly on the phone. Based on literature review, these functionalities
are sometimes available in more high-end and more sophisticated systems, but not in the mobile
applications tested in this particular study. Nonetheless, this lack of functionality was not widely pointed
out by the test persons. One of the participants, the e-Government researcher, noticed the urge to use
the applications in early planning stages and not to be just informative, otherwise it may only be a
gimmick. Additionally, citizens should not mangle deeply in the decision-making process according to
the e-Government researcher.
According to the test results, we may conclude that the AR is more effective and more efficient than the
VR application. However, measuring task performance (effectiveness and efficiency) was a little
ambiguous: the error registration did not give very much clarity in the usability differences between the
VR and AR application. It is therefore questionable if task performance is a good metric for usability for
these kinds of mobile applications. Task performance is probably more relevant when the tasks are
similar for both systems and aim for the same result. Based on the collected results, we could say that
the AR is more usable in terms of task performance.
User satisfaction (perceived usefulness) was measured with the metric system PSSUQ. According to
this metric, the VR application 360VR is perceived more useful than the AR application AuGeo on all
subscales. In general, people had a more positive experience with the use of the VR application than
with the AR application according to the results of the semantic differential scale. However, when
attending on more qualitative subjective measures, the results show different views of the participants.
AR is favored for its accessibility, ease of use, information sharing and quick operation, while VR is
preferred for visualization and immersiveness. People recognize the added value of both applications
but have a higher attitude towards actually using the AR application.
The AR app is perceived as easier and faster to use, and ease of use seems to be the most valuable
aspect for people. It can therefore be concluded that, based on collected data and final results, people’s
attitude toward using a VR or AR application is not in congruence with their actual perceived usefulness.
The determining factor here seems to be the ease of use and the accessibility of the applications:
citizens prefer an application that is easy to use, without any peripherals. Retrospectively, we can
assume that indeed the wow factor might be present with the VR app, affecting the perceived usefulness
of users. However, we cannot say this with enough certainty to fully accept the prudent hypothesis.
Ultimately, the results do not give enough decisive insights in usability to say one application (or mobile
technology) is more usable than the other. Both applications have their strengths and weaknesses. The
results point out that users have a more impressive experience with VR but are more inclined in actually
using the AR application.

5.2 Discussion
5.2.1 Choice test design
Albeit I tried to capture comprehensive usability results, it is without question that the test design and
methods used do not cover all facets of the broad term ‘usability’. It might be that using a different
usability questionnaire leads to different outcomes, although the most popular questionnaires like
PSSUQ/CSUQ, SUS and UMUX have a high correlation with each other. Results could also be different
when the two apps are tested independently. Within the used test design, people use both apps and
immediately compared them for themselves. Also, the chronological order of testing the two apps can
have an effect on the outcome. When people fill in the same questions about the use an app for the
second time, they might recall their responses on the first test and thus answer correspondingly to their
first answers, taking these as a standard. It should be mentioned that respondents were not able to
change their previous submitted answers. Because respondents only tested two urban planning
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applications it is hard to say how the applications relatively compare to similar applications. The
absolute test results are promising, and they show differences in usability between mobile VR and AR
for participatory urban planning. But to fully understand their relative usability and their role amongst a
variety of other tools there is need for more external comparative testing. The choice of scenario area
is also a determining factor. Rotterdam Central District is a complex area with multiple functions. If we
applied the VR and AR test on a community and their neighborhood, people would maybe pay attention
to other aspects of usability as intrinsic emotions or instrumental value could play a bigger role. For
example, they might want to take action directly within the VR and/or AR application, thus stumbling
upon the current system constraints. Last to say, the study design did not correct for the wow factor.
From literature it is known that the phenomenon might occur, and the reactions of respondents have
been analyzed in this research but there is no quantitative statistical correction that can be applied here.
From another point of view, you could argue that the PSSUQ, and quantitative measurements in
general, might not be a good stand-alone representative metric system for measuring perceived
usefulness as quantitative and qualitative methods are not always giving the same results. In the
Methodology section I already discussed the by researchers recognized added value of a
complementary qualitative method for measuring usability. Therefore, I highly encourage to always use
a combination of both approaches for measuring perceived usefulness, as this thesis research
illustrated.
Also note that the participants do not represent a fair profile of the inhabitants of Rotterdam. All of the
participants are relatively high-educated people, and the age distribution is also not very representative.
People in the age group between 25-50 years are not represented: it would have been nice to include
individuals from that age group as well. Results might be different if more low-educated people were
included, or people from a different social class as the idea of participatory planning is to include multiple
different stakeholders, redistribution of power among these stakeholders and to empower citizens from
different societal layers (Du et al., 2019).
Despite the fact that this thesis research focused on the usability differences between VR and AR, it
might be worth noticing that the results hold age-related differences per age group. Age is not
considered a predictive variable, but according to Plechatá et al. (2019) there is a good acceptance
among aging adults for highly immersive technology. If we dichotomously divide the respondent group
in two age groups (young adults and aging adults) we see a difference in for example efficiency. The
three youngest respondents (P1, P2 and P7) take 00:08:43 on average to complete the VR tasks,
whereas the older segment (P3, P4, P5 and P6) needs 00:10:23. That is a difference of 1 minute and
40 seconds. The differences are less clear for the AR app, with 00:05:27 for the younger segment and
respectively 00:05:49 for the more adult group. Of course, these numbers are not conclusive and do
not prove anything in the sense that the respondent group is just too small to apply statistics and to be
representative. But as reported by Plechatá et al. (2019), the senior performances were superior for a
non-immersive desktop platform, in contrast to using an HMD platform. In terms of effectiveness (also
task performance) the older group scores 81.08% with 5 critical errors, opposed to the younger adults
having a successful completion rate of 92.86% without any critical errors. This indeed implies agerelated differences where the younger group takes less time to complete tasks, has the most correct
answers and no critical errors. In terms of acceptance there is less age-related difference, which hints
towards the implication of Plechatá et al. (2019) that the acceptance of more immersive technologies
(VR, i.e. HMD) among aging adults is good, although they perform better on a non-immersive platform
with more or less the same tasks.

5.2.2 Limitations of the apps tested
Both apps do not show real-time data and are not dynamically updated with new data but present the
user predefined content made by a creator. When the creator decides to update the content, the new
data can be retrieved from ArcGIS Online. The virtual environment of the VR app is static and does not
allow the user to change parameters. The VR app shows a virtual environment model that is limited in
information and esthetical details. With more development time a more realistic representation can be
acquired. While it is argued that mobile VR and AR applications could support participatory planning in
early stages of the planning process, it should be noted that some plans that are used for the study site
Rotterdam Central District are in reality already in a later stage. For the perception of the use of such
applications this is not very relevant, but when testing for a case study this would indeed be a more
relevant factor.
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5.2.3 External comparison
In Section 4 the results from the usability test are presented. The usability of both the AR and VR app
was measured in terms of task performance and user satisfaction. However, the results alone do not
say much about their embeddedness in the HCI research community. The results of the PSSUQ and
the effectiveness are both relativized with benchmark scores.
While a PSSUQ score of 4 is neutral, it may not be the total average of tested systems. A score below
or above 4 therefore does not necessarily indicate that an application scores better or worse than
average. Of course, an average inherently depends on how the average is calculated. If we would
include the PSSUQ averages of different computer systems, we would get a different mean than a
mean that is calculated with results from a more narrowed-down system selection. In other words, a
more appropriate and fair way to compare the VR and AR application is to compare their individual
scores with the results from prior studies that tested VR and AR applications (for participatory urban
planning). However, this specific mean is not directly available from any source. Hence, I compare the
scores with general PSSUQ benchmark scores instead. Sauro and Lewis (2016) determined means
based on 21 studies with 210 participants in order to set a norm for the PSSUQ version 3 (Sauro &
Lewis, 2016). These studies were not conducted specifically for AR and VR applications for urban
planning, but together they do represent a general standard (i.e. a benchmark) and help interpreting
the PSSUQ scores to put into context. Sauro and Lewis came up with the following means for the overall
rating and the subscales:
•
•
•
•

OVERALL:
SYSUSE:
INFOQUAL:
INTERQUAL:

2.82 (with a 99% confidence interval between 2.62 - 3.02)
2.80 (with a 99% confidence interval between 2.57 - 3.02)
3.02 (with a 99% confidence interval between 2.79 - 3.24)
2.49 (with a 99% confidence interval between 2.28 - 2.71)

The 99% confidence interval means there is a 99% chance that the confidence interval Sauro & Lewis
calculated contains the true population mean.
Table 6: The PSSUQ scores of the VR and AR application compared to the calculated average of Sauro & Lewis.

PSSUQ metrics

VR (corrected)

AR (corrected)

Benchmark

VR
deviation
from
interval

AR
deviation
from
interval

OVERALL=

2.31

3.07

2.82

- 0.31

+ 0.05

SYSUSE=

2.69

3.19

2.8

0

+ 0.17

INFOQUAL=

1.93

2.83

3.02

- 0.86

0

INTERQUAL=

2.33

3.33

2.49

0

+ 0.62

When we compare these values to the collected test values (Table 6 & Figure 1), it becomes clear that
VR scores above average overall with a deviation of 0.51 (see Figure 19). Because the upper
benchmark boundary is 2.62 (with 99% confidence), we can assume that the VR indeed scores higher
than the average. Overall the AR (3.07) scores slightly lower than the mean benchmark (2.82), but it
only just falls outside the lower confidence interval boundary of 3.02. As for system usefulness, people
rated the VR slightly higher than the benchmark (2.69 against 2.80), but it falls within the 99%
confidence interval. Thus, it is not recognized as significantly higher than the benchmark score because
of the small participant group (N=7) and the dubiousness of the collected scores. AR scores 0.17 points
lower than the interval range, so we can conscientiously conclude that the AR application scores slightly
lower than average in terms of perceived system usefulness. The VR has its highest score on the
subscale Information Quality, exactly 0.86 higher than the upper interval boundary of the average. The
AR score falls within the 99% confidence interval, but scores 0.19 higher than the average 3.02.
However, the AR app does not score very well in terms of Interface Quality. In fact, this is the lowest
score and highest deviation from the 99% confidence interval range. The VR scores exactly one point
higher than the AR, but only 0.16 higher than the benchmark average.
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PSSUQ scores
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Interface Quality
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Figure 24: The inverted PSSUQ subscale scores on a scale from 1 to 7, compared to the benchmarks of Sauro &
Lewis.

Sauro & Lewis (2016) also provide a benchmark for the effectiveness. Based on their study with an
analysis of 1,100 tasks, they concluded that the average Successful Task Completion rate is 78%. Both
the VR application (80.95%) and the AR application score above average. Especially the AR has a
higher completion rate of 94.54%, whereas the difference between the benchmark and the VR is
neglectable.

Succesful Task Completion Rate
Benchmark
AR
VR
0

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 25: Succesful Task Completion Rates as percentage, compared to the calculated average of Sauro & Lewis.

The general average number of errors per task is 0.7, according to Sauro. For every 3 users, 2 make
an error per task. Normally speaking only 10% of the observed tasks are performed without any errors,
meaning it is perfectly normal for users to have errors. While I did not register all user errors, I did
register critical errors and observed soft user errors. From observation I noticed users had struggles
completing tasks with both the VR and AR app, expressed in unintended clicks or distractions.
Notwithstanding, user task errors are not quantified in this research. The number of critical errors (5)
are registered but cannot be directly compared to Sauro’s average.

5.3 Recommendations
5.3.1 VR application - ArcGIS 360VR
As of now, only trees and waterbodies are used from the BGT database. The visualization of the VR
application could be improved for a more realistic representation of the environment. This requires more
development time and the availability of more detailed city models than the ones used in this research
(LoD1 and SketchUp). Interaction in both the AR and VR application could be improved for more user
engagement options. For example, an option for leaving feedback on building plans does not yet exist.
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This could be developed in case a Dutch governmental organization decides to use such an application.
The VR application currently focusses on visualization. However, the test results point out that citizens
find it important that information on urban plans is also provided with text. Therefore, I suggest that the
360VR app can be improved by extending its functionality with text pop-ups in the virtual environment
instead of just being a visualization medium. This can make the VR app a more complete experience,
so it doesn’t rely too much on other information sources like websites. Another recommendation comes
from the accessibility of the ArcGIS 360VR app. As of now, the use of the app requires a Samsung
Gear or Oculus headset. I suggest that developers continue to work on the support for more affordable
and simpler alternatives like a Google Cardboard if urban planning practitioners want to increase
accessibility to reach a wider public. This would embrace the idea of good governance and public
participation.

Figure 26: Recommendations for further development of the VR app, provided by the test participants. The
recommendations are freely translated from Dutch.

5.3.2 AR application - AuGeo
The AR app is currently considered an informing app. The app certainly shows development potential
in fostering a more complete form of participatory urban planning. If this is considered a purpose of the
app, it might be a good idea to extent functionality in the future to support user input. For example, user
comments can already be collected with certain ArcGIS Online desktop web apps. The AuGeo app
would then transform from a relatively passive informing app to a shared reality app on the typology of
Ertiö (2015) as discussed in Section 2. However, this functional limitation is not mentioned by any of
the test participants (we would expect the opposite according to 1.5 Hypothesis). From the test results
a few points of improvement came up. First, users experienced the app as ‘sensitive’ and ‘shaky’ while
moving the phone around. This sounds like a need for compass/GPS calibration optimization. Second,
the attached images in the pop-ups should be maximizable or zoomable so that the user can have a
better look at the visual appearance of a spatial plan. Third, it would be a good idea to enable hyperlinks
so that people can be redirected to external websites if they would like more information.

Figure 27: Recommendations for further development of the AR app, provided by the test participants. The
recommendations are freely translated from Dutch.

5.3.3 Mobile VR and AR applications for the Environment and Planning Act
Not much people are actively involved in spatial planning processes in the Netherlands and for the
average Dutch citizen, mobile VR and AR are still unknown territory. However, the results have shown
that people that were not actively involved before the tests are interested in urban planning participation
after. Creating awareness in the Dutch Environment and Planning Act and interest for participating in
spatial planning processes should be a first step before actually deploying such applications and
implementing them in planning practices. As Kleinhans et al. (2015, p. 245) stated: ‘Technical advances
must be embedded in proper governance structures in order to really stimulate citizens’ engagement.
Hence, ‘smart cities’ can only prosper with smart forms of governance’. Marshall et al. (2019) enriches
this view by emphasizing that ‘(…) digital participation must fit with the planning system it is to operate
in, and in a sense can only be as effective as that context allows’. To prevent a segmentation in
research, systems and applications in VR/AR, I recommend that the Dutch national government or
provinces try to find a uniform approach on which digital tools encourage citizen participatory planning.
The Dutch national government or provinces should invest resources in research into the role of mobile
VR and AR for participatory planning, to later advise municipalities and provide them with tools that are
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in congruence with the Environment and Planning Act. Municipalities like Rotterdam are free to decide
in the implementation of such tools, and they can partner up with other municipalities and the private
sector to come up with complete solutions. Multiple organizations should synergize together to achieve
an effective strategy on how to utilize mobile VR and AR technologies for participatory urban planning.
Normally, in Dutch society the municipality is eligible under the condition ‘Decentral, unless …’.
However, the role of VR and AR and its relation to i.e. IoT and digital twinning should be well understood
as an overarching concept, hence the recommendation for the Dutch national government or provinces.
Ideally, tools allow users move along the Reality-Virtuality Continuum, just as Al-Kodmany already
recommended in 2002:
“(…) the real need is not to force a choice between the social benefits of low-tech methods and
the efficiency and power of high-tech methods; rather, we need tools that support the integration
of real worlds and virtual worlds by providing users with the flexibility to move along the
continuum” (Al-Kodmany, 2002, p. 209).
Simplicity and ease of use are important factors to take into account, so the concept of the AR app
AuGeo offers a great starting point for an accessible mobile application. To really engage citizens in
early planning processes, both the 360VR and AuGeo app should transform from an informative app to
a shared reality app form. Perhaps the best mobile application is one that embraces the best of both
VR and AR worlds, in other words a hybrid form.

5.3.4 Future research
Further research could be done into the different aspects of usability testing for mobile AR and VR
applications. Usability is multi-dimensional and only a part of product testing and user experience. This
thesis research only addresses the task performance (efficiency and effectiveness) and user
satisfaction, both tailored for a proper test design with practicality in mind. Additionally, I suggest that
future usability studies into AR for participatory planning consider testing a mobile application that allows
a two-way information flow so that the users’ input is directly registered in the system. The input could
be an action like leaving feedback on proposed developments, sending in an idea, or virtually drawing
in space. For example, the latter is possible with the ARPlan 3D made by the company Grymala,
available on Android and iOS. It enables users to draw 3D spaces and could be linked with the view of
inhabitants in place. In this sense it is more about the concept of virtually drawing 3D in space in situ
and its usability for spatial planning, because the app is not intentionally made for spatial planning but
for measuring 3D spaces (height, length, width). In extent, more in-depth research can be done in
psychological cognition, sensory perception and emotional aspects of humans on the use of mobile VR
and AR applications. Additionally, the implementation of such applications in societal structures requires
more research into the willingness of the public to participate in urban planning processes and costbenefit analyses. This also means including the more socially excluded layers of society, which were
not participating in this thesis research. I also suggest that further research could be done in analyzing
the wow factor in detail and how it affects the user experience. Last, I highly recommend that future
usability research in urban planning applications use the PSSUQ metric to cover comparability, multidimensionality and internal reliability within scientific community. However, the PSSUQ should not be
fully relied on and used individually, because it does not address the understanding of the perceived
usefulness: motivations, preferences and user acceptance are utterly equally important as this thesis
research has shown.
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Appendices
Appendix I: Comparison of usability questionnaires (from Assila et al., 2016)
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Developer
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Accessibility

Location-dependent

Tabletop AR

Limited interaction

Weakness

Accessibility,
interoperability

Dynamic models, Digital
Extending reality in-situ 3D models
Interaction, visualization twinning

Easy technology
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ArcGIS Online hosted
feature layer

DataSmith

3VR (export from
CityEngine)

Supported files

3D design models
Tabletop AR

Different forms of AR
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Blippar discontinued
official support

Camera (computer vision),
Camera (computer vision)
Camera (computer vision) GPS
Online and local
Online and local
Online and local
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Online and local

Gyroscope
Online and local

Smartphone (+ surface)
Smartphone

Smartphone (+ surface)

Smartphone
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Mobile
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Mobile
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Mobile

Darf Design
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Trimble

Esri Inc.
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Mobile

Open access to online
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Free

Open access to online
tutorials
Free

Open access to online
tutorials
Free (paid Pro version)

Open access to online
tutorials
ArcGIS Online license

Android 7.1 or later, iOS
13.0 or later

Android 6.0 or later, iOS
10.0 or later

Not accessible
Contact with developer

Android 4.4 or later, iOS Android 7.0 or later, iOS
11.0 or later
9 or later

AR 3D models on surface Augmented Reality overlay Architecture in AR

Augmented Reality
Points-of-Interest

Arki

SketchUp Viewer

BlippAR

AR
AuGeo

Proximity sensors, head and hand gestures
Online and local
Local

Peripherals
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hardware desktop
computer and HTC Vive
Kit
Desktop

Open access to online
tutorials
Free
Epic Games (and Esri
Inc.)

Windows 10

Fully artificial 3D
environment (dynamic)
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compatible smartphone
Low
and headset
Desktop
Mobile
Smartphone, Oculus Rift,
HTC Vive and accessoires
Samsung Gear

Open access to online
tutorials
Promo code, free
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environment (dynamic)

Unreal Engine
(CityEngine Template) Geomagine
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Windows 10
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Fully artifical 3D
environment (static)

ArcGIS 360VR

Documentation
Availability
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Capability
Usability
Performance
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VR

Appendix II: Software Quality Comparison Matrix

Appendix III: Visual interface of the 360VR app

Screenshot 1

Appendix III consists of various screenshots of the visual interface of the 360VR app. The
screenshots contain some scenes situated at Rotterdam Central District. The grey building blocks
represent new proposed plans, which can be viewed in the ‘Future’ scenario from different panoramic
viewpoints. The user can choose between ‘Current’ and ‘Future’ in the menu.
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Screenshot 2

In the middle of screenshot 2 the ‘Groothandelsgebouw’ is clearly visible, as well as Rotterdam
Central Station. The blue dots are the panoramic viewpoints the user can teleport to, because there is
no option to walk freely through the virtual environment.
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Screenshot 3

The same view as screenshot 2, but the scenario is changed to ‘Current’, making the proposed new
buildings at Conradstraat disappear. This way the user is able to compare a current and future
scenario.
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Screenshot 4

In the background Rotterdam Central Station is visible. In front of the screenshot you can see grey
areas on the ground: in this case, they represent a vegetation layer. Because CityEngine allows the
input of different multiple geo-information layers, the creator can assign areas to certain features and
represent it with 3D models.
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Screenshot 5

Screenshot 5 contains a complete overview of the virtual environment.
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Appendix IV: Visual interface of the AuGeo AR app

Screenshot 1

On this screenshot the main view of the AuGeo app is visible. In the bottom-left corner, a map shows
the users’ location. A compass shows the direction the user is pointing towards in the lower border.
The pop-up is pinned to a geographical location and shows the most elemental information, including
the distance.
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Screenshot 2

When a user clicks on the pop-up, a new window appears (Screenshot 2). An impression picture is
shown, as well as textual information and a map with distance & bearing.
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Appendix V: Questionnaire for participants
This appendix contains the questions for participants during the tests. The questionnaire includes the
standardized PSSUQ questions for both applications. The questionnaire can also be found online as
a Google Forms at
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfuSNoD5LqISPOSmGmOH3APV_GjUb1c4FuTYd4R7l0
zIjevxw/viewform?usp=sf_link.

Sectie 1: Mobiele VR & AR voor participatieve stedelijke planning
Dit is een enquêteformulier dat gebruikt wordt bij het testen van een mobiele VR en AR-applicatie
voor participatieve stedelijke planning. De testen worden afgenomen voor een masterthesis
onderzoek voor de opleiding 'Urban Environmental Management' aan de Wageningen University &
Research.
Introductie
Geachte deelnemer,
U neemt deel aan het thesisonderzoek naar mobiele Virtual en Augmented Reality applicaties voor
participatieve stedelijke planning. Dit onderzoek neemt ongeveer 45 minuten van uw tijd in beslag. De
test bestaat uit twee delen, waarbij u eerst de VR-applicatie en vervolgens de AR-applicatie zult
gebruiken. De test zal anoniem worden afgenomen.
Augmented Reality is een vorm van een realiteit waarbij interactie tussen mens, computer en fysieke
omgeving centraal staat. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld met een mobiele app voor smartphones waarbij
informatie en media wordt geprojecteerd op de werkelijkheid op basis van locatie (GPS).
Virtual Reality is een vorm van een realiteit waarbij een volledig kunstmatige omgeving is ingericht
waarmee de gebruiker interactie ondervindt. Dit gebeurt veelal met een bril waarbij de gebruiker
visueel volledig wordt afgesloten van de fysieke omgeving.
Mobiel betekent dat beide applicaties op een smartphone te gebruiken zijn en dat de gebruiker veel
vrijheid heeft in het waar en wanneer gebruiken van de applicaties. Mobiele VR vereist dus geen
fysieke aanwezigheid van de gebruiker op de locatie zelf en de applicatie kan overal worden gebruikt
(thuis, op kantoor, buiten, ...). De mobiele AR-applicatie daarentegen is in principe locatie gebaseerd
en vereist daarom wel dat de gebruiker in de buurt is (bijv. max. 2km).
Beide applicaties laten u nieuwe bouwplannen zien voor Rotterdam Central District (zie foto). De
locaties hebben een van de volgende statussen: idee, concept, gepland, in aanbouw of opgeleverd.
Het Tree House is momenteel een concept. Het Schiekadeblok is vooralsnog een idee, evenals de
Conradstraat. Het Weenapoint is al gepland. Met de inwerkingtreding van de Omgevingswet in 2021
zullen gemeentes Nederlandse burgers eerder moeten en willen betrekken in
planvormingsprocessen, om zo gezamenlijk met andere partijen tot een visie te komen. Met mobiele
digitale oplossingen zoals VR en AR kunnen ideeën en plannen gedeeld en gevisualiseerd worden.

Sectie 2: Algemene informatie
Alvorens u de applicaties gaat testen wordt u verzocht de volgende vragen te beantwoorden.
Wat is uw leeftijd?
…
Wat is uw geslacht?
o Man
o Vrouw
o Zeg ik liever niet
Wat is uw hoogst genoten opleiding?
o Basisonderwijs
o Vmbo, havo-, vwo-onderbouw, mbo1
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o
o

Hbo-, wo-bachelor
Hbo-, wo-master, doctor

Wat is uw huidige situatie?
o Ik ben werkzaam
o Ik heb student
o Ik ben werkloos
o Ik werk en studeer duaal
o Ik ben met pensioen
Indien u werkt of studeert, kunt u dan aangeven welk beroep u beoefent of welke studierichting u
doet?
…
Hieronder volgen een aantal vragen en stellingen.
Helemaal
Weinig
niet
Heeft u ervaring
met het gebruik van
virtual reality
applicaties?
Heeft u ervaring
met het gebruik van
augmented reality
applicaties?
In hoeverre bent u
bekend met de
Omgevingswet
(voordat u aan deze
test begon)?
De stedelijke
ontwikkeling van de
Rotterdamse
binnenstad vind ik
een belangrijk
onderwerp.
Ik voel me
betrokken bij
ruimtelijke
planningsprocessen
in Rotterdam.

Enigszins

Veel

Heel veel

Sectie 3: Scenariobeschrijving VR-applicatie
Het is avond en U zit thuis TV te kijken op de bank. Opeens krijgt u een notificatie binnen op uw
telefoon. Het blijkt een notificatie te zijn van de gemeente Rotterdam waarin staat dat er nieuwe
conceptplannen en ideeën zijn voor Rotterdam Central District, het gebied rond Rotterdam Centraal
Station. De gemeente Rotterdam wil in dit gebied meer ruimte bieden voor hoogbouw. Samen met
andere partijen worden verschillende mogelijkheden besproken. U als burger kunt nu een toekomstig
scenario vanuit thuis in VR beleven, zodat u al vroeg in het planningsproces wordt betrokken, goed
ingelicht wordt en u gebruik kunt maken van burgerlijke inspraak in de gebiedsontwikkeling. U opent
de notificatie en zet de VR-bril op…

Sectie 4: Vragenlijst VR-applicatie
Deze vragenlijst bevat vragen over het gebruik van de VR-applicatie.
Geef aan in hoeverre u het eens bent met de volgende stellingen.
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Sterk
oneens

.

..

…

…
.

…
..

Sterk
eens

n.v.t.

Over het algemeen ben ik tevreden over hoe
makkelijk de applicatie in gebruik is.
Het was makkelijk om de applicatie te
gebruiken.
Ik was in staat om snel de taken en scenarios
te voltooien met deze applicatie.
Het was comfortabel deze applicatie te
gebruiken.
Het was makkelijk de applicatie te leren
gebruiken.
Ik denk dat ik sneller productief ben door het
gebruik van deze applicatie.
De applicatie gaf foutmeldingen die mij
duidelijk vertelde hoe ik deze kon oplossen.
Wanneer ik een fout maakte tijdens het
gebruik van de applicatie, kon ik deze snel en
makkelijk herstellen.
De informatie die bij deze applicatie gegeven
wordt is makkelijk te begrijpen.
Het was makkelijk om de informatie te vinden
die ik nodig had.
De informatie was effectief om mij te helpen
met het volbrengen van de taken en scenarios.
De organisatie van informatie op het scherm
van deze applicatie was duidelijk.
De interface van deze applicatie is prettig.
Ik vind het fijn om de interface van deze
applicatie te gebruiken.
Deze applicatie heeft alle functies en
mogelijkheden die ik verwacht te hebben.
Over het algemeen ben ik tevreden met deze
applicatie.
Ik heb het gebruik van de applicatie ervaren als:
1
2
3
4
Moeilijk
Veelzeggend
Langzaam
Mooi
Saai
Zinnig
Prettig
Ingewikkeld
Goed
Onduidelijk

5

6

7
Makkelijk
Nietszeggend
Snel
Lelijk
Interessant
Onzinnig
Vervelend
Simpel
Slecht
Duidelijk

Noem een positief aspect:
….
Noem een negatief aspect:
…
Welk cijfer geeft u de VR-applicatie in zijn totaliteit op een schaal van 1 tot 10?
…
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Sectie 5: Scenariobeschrijving AR-applicatie
Het is zaterdagmiddag en u bent aan het winkelen met uw beste vriend/vriendin in de binnenstad van
Rotterdam. Plots krijgt u een notificatie op uw mobiele telefoon binnen op de terugweg naar het
Centraal Station. Op basis van uw GPS-locatie heeft de applicatie van de gemeente Rotterdam u een
update gegeven over nieuwe conceptplannen voor het gebied Rotterdam Central District, zodat u al
vroeg in het planningsproces wordt betrokken, goed ingelicht wordt en u gebruik kunt maken van
burgerlijke inspraak in de gebiedsontwikkeling. Uw beste vriend/vriendin heeft krijgt deze notificatie
niet, omdat hij/zij niet in Rotterdam woont. U opent nu ter plekke de notificatie…

Sectie 6: Vragenlijst AR-applicatie
Deze vragenlijst bevat vragen over het gebruik van de AR-applicatie.
Geef aan in hoeverre u het eens bent met de volgende stellingen.
Sterk
oneens

.

..

…

…
.

…
..

Sterk
eens

n.v.t.

Over het algemeen ben ik tevreden over hoe
makkelijk de applicatie in gebruik is.
Het was makkelijk om de applicatie te
gebruiken.
Ik was in staat om snel de taken en scenarios
te voltooien met deze applicatie.
Het was comfortabel deze applicatie te
gebruiken.
Het was makkelijk de applicatie te leren
gebruiken.
Ik denk dat ik sneller productief ben door het
gebruik van deze applicatie.
De applicatie gaf foutmeldingen die mij
duidelijk vertelde hoe ik deze kon oplossen.
Wanneer ik een fout maakte tijdens het
gebruik van de applicatie, kon ik deze snel en
makkelijk herstellen.
De informatie die bij deze applicatie gegeven
wordt is makkelijk te begrijpen.
Het was makkelijk om de informatie te vinden
die ik nodig had.
De informatie was effectief om mij te helpen
met het volbrengen van de taken en scenarios.
De organisatie van informatie op het scherm
van deze applicatie was duidelijk.
De interface van deze applicatie is prettig.
Ik vind het fijn om de interface van deze
applicatie te gebruiken.
Deze applicatie heeft alle functies en
mogelijkheden die ik verwacht te hebben.
Over het algemeen ben ik tevreden met deze
applicatie.
Ik heb het gebruik van de applicatie ervaren als:
1
2
3
4
Moeilijk
Veelzeggend
Langzaam
Mooi
Saai
Zinnig
Prettig
Ingewikkeld

5

6

7
Makkelijk
Nietszeggend
Snel
Lelijk
Interessant
Onzinnig
Vervelend
Simpel
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Goed
Onduidelijk

Slecht
Duidelijk

Noem een positief aspect:
….
Noem een negatief aspect:
…
Welk cijfer geeft u de AR-applicatie in zijn totaliteit op een schaal van 1 tot 10?
…

Sectie 7: Afsluiting
De volgende vragen gaan over het gebruik van beide applicaties. Probeer ze zo zorgvuldig en
compleet mogelijk te beantwoorden.
Welke applicatie heeft uw voorkeur wat betreft visualisatie en waarom?
…
Welke applicatie heeft uw voorkeur wat betreft gebruiksgemak en waarom?
…
Welke applicatie heeft uw voorkeur wat betreft informatievoorziening en waarom?
…
Stel, de gemeente besluit de applicaties gratis beschikbaar te stellen voor alle inwoners, inclusief een
goedkope kartonnen VR-bril. Hoe groot is de kans dat u een dergelijke AR of VR-toepassing dan zou
gebruiken? Licht toe.
…
Ziet u meerwaarde in de applicaties, gezien het feit dat burgers ruimtelijke gebiedsplannen ook op
websites kunnen inzien? Licht toe.
…
Welke van de twee toepassingen die u zojuist heeft gebruikt zou u uiteindelijk het liefst gebruiken en
waarom?
…
Welke aanbevelingen zou u doen voor het verder ontwikkelen van de VR-applicatie?
…
Welke aanbevelingen zou u doen voor het verder ontwikkelen van de AR-applicatie?
…
Heeft u verder nog vragen of opmerkingen over de test en het gebruik van beide applicaties?
…
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Appendix VI: Task performance table
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Appendix VII: Table of Content of the ZIP-file
This thesis report comes accompanied with a ZIP-file. This table shows an overview of what this ZIPfile contains.

Index

Content

1 - documentation of what is where in the file

-

Documentation .txt file explaining the
content of the ZIP-file

2 - report (word, PDF)

-

Thesis report (Word)
Thesis report (PDF)

3 - midterm & final presentation (pptx)

-

Midterm presentation GIRS.pptx
Final presentation.pptx

-

VR: BGT-3D, SketchUp models,
Rotterdam 3D GML (LoD1), 360VR
Experience file, CityEngine project,
ArcGIS Pro project
AR: FileGeodatabase, CSV
SQM and questionnaire data: 3 Excel
files

4 – animations
5 - datasets used and created

-

6 - figures/maps/tables

-

All figures used in the report, and
additional ones

8 – questionnaires

-

Usability test questionnaire (Google
Forms)

9 - literature (if not open access)

-

Contains all literature used, and
relevant literature

7 - scripts/code/exe

10 - other (additional sources)
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